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To Our Shareholders,  

For the quarter ended December 31, 2021, the Keeley Small Cap Dividend Value Fund’s net asset value (“NAV”) 
per Class A share gained 6.23% compared with a 4.36% rise in the Russell 2000 Value Index.  For all of 2021, the 
Fund advanced 24.69% compared to a 28.27% gain for the benchmark.

 
Commentary

Stock markets around the world experienced strong gains.  Among more than 40 major and minor stock markets 
around the world, we �nd only �ve posting a decline.  In the US, all the major indices advanced.  Large-cap, 
midcap, and small-cap stocks all rose.  Value stocks gained, as did growth stocks.  All eleven economic sectors rose 
at a double-digit pace with Energy leading the pack and Communications Services trailing.

  
�e strong rebound in the economy on 
waning concern about the COVID 
pandemic and the Federal stimulus 
continued to drive a snapback in 
corporate earnings.  Earnings for the 
S&P 500 look like they will increase 
55% in 2021 from the 2020’s depressed 
level.  �is is a full 32% more than 
what was expected at the beginning of 
the year.  As a result, we actually saw 
P/E multiples contract despite the 
strong share-price gains.  

�e most interesting trend in the US 
market was the relative performance 
di�erence between growth and value 
across the market cap spectrum.  
When you look at performance by 
market cap, you see that large-cap 
stocks (Russell Top 200) gained 28%, 
far outpacing the 23% increase in 
midcaps (Russell MidCap) and the 
15% lift in small caps (Russell 2000).   
By style, the Russell 3000, as well as 
its growth and value sub-indices all 
rose 25%-26%.  �is looks more 
interesting if you look a little deeper.  
Indeed, in the Russell Midcap and 
Russell 2000, value dramatically 
outperformed growth:  28% vs 13% in 
midcaps and 28% vs. 3% for small 
caps.  In large caps, however, growth 
outperformed value, 31% vs. 23%.  
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Our takeaway from this is that the value rotation that started in the fourth quarter of 2020 seems to be continuing 
– for most stocks.  Focusing on small- and mid-caps, we still �nd the absolute valuations average and the relative 
valuations compelling.  At year-end, the forward P/E multiple on the Russell 2000 Value Index was 15.9x, slightly 
below its average since 1999.  Midcap value stocks are slightly above their long-term average at 15.7x, but not high 
in an absolute sense.  Relative to their comparative growth indices, they trade at 37% for R2V/R2G and 46% for 
RMV/RMG compared to long-term averages of 59% and 70%.  While value outperformed growth in the smaller 
market caps by a wide margin in 2021, it appears there is plenty of room left to run. Exactly how the market fares 
will likely depend on the outcomes to key developments surrounding COVID-19, in�ation, interest rates, and 
valuation. 
 
 • COVID-19 – As we write this letter, the Omicron variant has created a surge in cases that has eclipsed  
    prior peaks.  Fortunately, this variant appears to be less serious and is infecting a population with   
    higher vaccination rates and better treatments for those becoming ill.  With more people becoming  
    infected and more becoming vaccinated, hopefully we will approach the long-awaited herd immunity  
    and life can return to whatever new normal emerges.  �e potential negative path is that a newer   
    variant comes forth that is more serious.  Our view is that the former is more likely than the latter.

 • In�ation – In�ation has clearly not been as transient as the Fed had expected it to be earlier in 2021.   
    �e rate of change in prices has run at levels not seen in a long time.  While we expect the price   
    increases to slow as we anniversary some of 2021’s increases, we think that in�ation looks more   
    widespread and stickier than some of the surges in prices in the past.  Almost every commodity we look  
    at is up double-digit percentages from a year ago and most were up strongly in 2020.  Wages are rising  
    at the fastest rate in a long time and the labor market looks undersupplied with job openings near   
    records and quit rates at records.  It seems likely that wages will have to rise further to close these gaps.   
    �is seems likely to drive both cost-push and demand-pull in�ation.

 • Interest Rates – Real rates are negative and more negative than they have been in a long time.  Even if  
    we assume (as we do) that in�ation will slow, real rates are still probably negative.  With the Fed   
    signaling that it plans to continue to taper its bond buying and that it expects to begin to raise the   
    Federal Funds rate, rates seem likely to rise.  While we do not think that rates will increase a great deal,  
    it is worth noting that they peaked at over 3% in 2018 when in�ation and unemployment claims were  
    lower than where they are today.

 • Valuation – As we pointed out above, smaller cap stocks and particularly small cap value stocks look  
    attractive relative to larger cap stocks and growth stocks.  �e stocks that drive the overall market,   
    however, look expensive.  �e S&P 500 and Russell Top 200 indices trade at 21.1x and 21.9x next   
    twelve months (NTM) earnings.  �e Russell Top 200 Growth Index trades at 30.0x NTM earnings.   
    �e positive is that these are all �at/down from a year ago despite strong stock performance.  �e   
    negative is that these are all 1.5-1.7 standard deviations above their average since 1999.  With 2022  
    unlikely to see as much strength in upward earnings estimates as we saw in 2021, multiple contraction  
    could weigh on stock performance for these key benchmarks.  Regardless of whether it does, we believe  
    that smaller company stocks will outperform.  To the extent that money moves out of these larger   
    companies into smaller stocks, the performance of small and mid-caps could be very good.  We saw a  
    lot of press stories at the beginning of the year about Apple surpassing $3 trillion in market cap.  �e  
    market cap of the entire Russell 2000 is only about $3.6 trillion.  It would not take much reallocation  
    between the one stock and the 2000 stocks to move those 2000 stocks!

Overall, the factors likely to in�uence the market in 2022 are not that di�erent than those that impacted stock 
prices in 2021.  Some are a little more favorable (COVID, valuation), some less favorable (interest rates), and some 
wildcards or mixed (geopolitics, in�ation).  Regardless of the outcome, our job is to �nd stocks where investors 
undervalue the future and buy those stocks before that changes.

Portfolio Results

For the second quarter in a row, the Fund’s performance exceeded that of its benchmark, the Russell 2000 Value 
Index.  From a big picture perspective, the Fund was helped by the fact that dividend-paying small caps 
outperformed non-dividend payers.  Part of this was that money-losing biotechnology stocks had a tough quarter.  
Also, this was a tough quarter for meme stock AMC Entertainment, although its weakness was mostly o�set by 
emergent meme stock Avis Budget Group.
  
Not directly related to the relative performance of the Fund, but interesting nonetheless, was the wide disparity of 
returns by sectors and where we saw strength and weakness.  Within the Russell 2000 Value Index, the best 
performing sector was Utilities with a gain of greater than 12%.  �e second best was Consumer Staples, followed by 
Technology.  �at makeup at the top might suggest a defensive bias to the market, but the benchmark turned in a 
solid performance.  Furthermore, the worst performing sectors were Communications Services, Health Care, and 
Energy.  �ose sectors are not typically associated with each other.  In addition, economically sensitive sectors such as 
Industrials, Materials, Financial Services, and Consumer Discretionary all outperformed.  Interesting end to an 
interesting year.

When we disaggregate the performance into the impact from Sector Allocation and the impact from Stock Selection, 
we �nd that both Sector Allocation and Stock Selection helped relative performance.  Within Sector Allocation, 
most of the bene�t came from the Fund’s relatively large underweighting in the Health Care sector.  �at stance 
arises from the lack of holdings in the Biotechnology industry.  Surprisingly, this industry makes up more than half of 
the weighting of the Health Care sector at about 5.5%.  Not surprisingly, none of those companies pay dividends and 
therefore are not really investable under our discipline.  �e relative performance in Stock Selection came mostly in 
the Energy, Health Care, Real Estate, and Communications Services sectors.  Good stock-picking in these areas 
o�set weakness in the Fund’s Materials stocks.  �e other sectors were a little better or a little worse than benchmark 
performance.
   
 • While there were some very good and not so good performances amongst the Fund’s Energy holdings,  
    overall, the Fund’s Energy stocks produced a gain nearly in line with that of the Russell 2000 Value  
    Index, whereas the sector was one of the worst performing within the benchmark.  A strong gain in one  
    of the Fund’s largest holdings, Oasis Petroleum, fueled the outperformance and is discussed in the “Let’s  
    Talk Stocks” section of this report.  

 • �e Fund’s outperformance in the Health Care sector was mostly driven by what the Fund did not own,  
    speci�cally biotechnology stocks. �at said, double-digit gains in shares of long-time holdings Ensign  
    Group and Chemed Corporation o�set a decline in Perrigo to generate a respectable gain in a sector that  
    was down for the quarter.

 • �e Real Estate sector was one of the better performing sectors within this Index in the fourth quarter  
    and the Fund’s holdings more than kept pace.  Strong gains in National Storage A�liates (discussed  
    later) and STAG Industrial accounted for most of the outperformance, but �ve of the Fund’s eight  
    holdings saw double-digit returns in the quarter.
  
 • Communications Services was another sector where much of the upside came from avoiding the   
    downside.  In this case, not owning the largest holding in the Index, AMC Entertainment, helped   
    performance as that stock fell more than 25% in the quarter.  �e Fund’s lone holding in the sector,  
    Nexstar Media, broke even, compared to the decline for the sector within the Russell 2000 Value Index.
  
 • Materials was the only sector that meaningfully detracted from relative performance in the fourth quarter.   
    It is a small sector and weakness in the shares of Compass Minerals after it cut its dividend and Kaiser  
    Aluminum as investors weighed the potential impact of the resurgence in COVID more the o�set a very  
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    nice gain in Olin Corporation which continued to report strong earnings.
  
During the quarter we added three new positions to the Fund, eliminated two positions, and had one acquired for 
cash.

Let’s Talk Stocks

�e top three contributors in the quarter were:

Oasis Petroleum (OAS - $125.99 — NASDAQ) is an exploration and production company with operations 
focused on the Williston Basin and located primarily in North Dakota. During the quarter, Oasis executed a couple 
transactions to simplify its corporate structure and make its value more apparent.  It sold its 70% stake in publicly 
traded Oasis Midstream Partners (OMP) for cash, debt reduction, and shares in Crestwood Equity Partners 
(CEQP) at a favorable price.  It also closed a previously announced acreage acquisition that improves its land 
position in the Williston Basin.  In addition, the third quarter surge in crude prices drove strong earnings which 
were reported during the fourth quarter.  �e earnings drove strong free cash �ows which allowed Oasis to increase 
its regular dividend by 33% and spend a little on share repurchases, which was a little bit of a positive surprise.

Del Taco Restaurants (TACO - $12.45 - NASDAQ) operates and franchises Mexican-themed fast-food 
restaurants.  Shares advanced after the company announced on December 6 that it agreed to be acquired by 
quick-service hamburger restaurant chain Jack in the Box for $575 million in an all-cash deal, or for $12.51 a share.  
�at prompted shares to rally by about $5 in just one day.  �e deal is expected to close during the �rst calendar 
quarter of 2022.

National Storage A�liates (NSA - $69.20 –NYSE) is a real estate investment trust that owns and operates 
self-storage facilities around the U.S., with a particular focus on secondary markets.  �ese have historically been less 
attractive to developers whose focus on construction in larger markets often produces market saturation and thus 
rent pressure.  During a highly disruptive pandemic, National Storage A�liates has consistently reported earnings 
ahead of expectations and continually raised revenue and earnings guidance.  It did so again in the fourth quarter. 
NSA bene�ts from many favorable trends.  Most notable are increased occupancy and impressive growth in street 
rates due to a tight housing market.  Secondarily, it has seen the movement by young adults back into their parents’ 
homes and home-based work and education cause homeowners to clear rooms and put those possessions into 
self-storage.  Finally, NSA bene�ts from “triple S” migration, which is migration to suburban, secondary, and Sun 
Belt markets.

�e three largest detractors in the quarter were:

Perrigo Co. PLC (PRGO - $38.90 - NYSE) manufactures self-care products and over the counter (OTC) health 
and wellness solutions. �e company is undergoing a transformation that consisted of selling its generic prescription 
drug business, successfully resolving a large tax dispute, and the announced acquisition of HRA, a leading 
manufacturer of consumer self-care brands.  �at transformation process hit a bump in the road this quarter driven 
by supply chain issues.  On its quarterly conference call with investors, CEO Murray Kessler summed the quarter up 
well stating it was “a punch in the gut” and this was not an understatement.  �e supply chain issues were mainly 
freight-related, and the cold/�u season started slowly – both of which weighed on margins. As a result of these 
issues, management reduced full-year guidance but remains con�dent that most of the impact of headwinds will be 
recouped next year. �e setup for Perrigo in 2022 is favorable, but management will have to start delivering on its 
stated goals before the stock moves higher.

Important Risk Information

The performance re�ected herein is 
for the Class A shares without load. 
“Without load” does not re�ect the 
deduction of the maximum 4.50% sales 
fee (load), which reduces the performance 
quoted. Past performance does not 
guarantee future results. The performance 
data quoted represents past performance 
and current returns may be lower or 
higher. The investment return and principal 
will �uctuate so that an investor’s shares, 
when redeemed, may be worth more or 
less than the original cost. Current to most 
recent month-end performance data may 
be obtained at www.KeeleyFunds.com

This summary represents the views of the 
portfolio managers as of 12/31/21. Those 
views may change, and the Fund 
disclaims any obligation to advise 
investors of such changes. For the 
purpose of determining the Fund’s 
holdings, securities of the same issuer are 
aggregated to determine the weight in the 
Fund. Portfolio holdings are subject to 
change without notice and are not 
intended as recommendations of individual 
securities.

*The Fund’s Inception date is 
December 1, 2009.

Risks: Smaller and medium-sized 
company stocks are more volatile and less 
liquid than larger, more established 
company securities. Dividend paying 
investments may not experience the same 
price appreciation as non-dividend paying 
investments. Portfolio companies may 
choose not to pay a dividend or it may be 
less than anticipated.

 

Prior to investing, investors should 
carefully consider the Fund’s invest-
ment objective, risks, charges and 
expenses as detailed in the prospectus 
and summary prospectus. To obtain a 
prospectus or a summary prospectus, 
call us at 800.533.5344 or visit 
www.keeleyfunds.com. The prospec-
tus/summary prospectus should be 
read carefully before investing.

Source: eVestment.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Factset. Grey represents recession
periods.  

USA Real GDP Growth (Q1 2012 - Q3 2021)

Market Performance

As of December 31, 2021 3 Months 1-Year 3-Year

S&P 500 Index 11.0% 28.7% 26.1%

Russell 3000 Value Index 7.5% 25.4% 17.6%

Russell 3000 Index 9.3% 25.7% 25.8%

Russell 2500 Value Index 6.4% 27.8% 18.3%

Russell Midcap Value Index 8.5% 28.3% 19.6%

Russell 2000 Index 2.1% 14.8% 20.0%

Russell 2000 Value Index 4.4% 28.3% 18.0%

Bloomberg Barclays Agg. Bond Index 0.0% -1.5% 4.8%

Culp, Inc. (CULP - $9.51 – NYSE) is a leading manufacturer of mattress and upholstery fabrics.  Culp reduced 
guidance in early November as the company continues to be negatively impacted by COVID lockdowns driving 
labor ine�ciencies and higher costs for both freight and raw materials.  �e biggest impact in the quarter was the 
COVID-induced lockdown in Vietnam which impacted both sourcing and shipping for most of the quarter.  �e 
lockdown was lifted toward the end of the quarter with production and shipment rates normalizing, but the recent 
emergence of Omicron has the potential to reverse that. Higher costs for freight, labor, and raw materials is not new 
and is expected to impact next quarter as well. �e overall tone on the call was positive with the expectation for a 
return to growth in the �scal fourth quarter (Feb-Apr).  Culp is well-positioned to capitalize on improved housing 
activity, which could lead to increased demand for mattresses and furniture. �e cash-rich balance sheet provides 
�exibility and support for this anticipated growth.
  
James River Holdings (JRVR - $28.81– NASDAQ) provides property and casualty insurance to middle market 
corporations across the United States.  It specializes in risks that most insurance companies do not underwrite and is 
seeing signi�cant price increases in most of the lines it underwrites.  �is improvement has been o�set over the last 
couple years by larger loss development in some of the older, non-core lines of business in which it has participated.  
While it resolved the biggest of these issues earlier in the year, another crept up with the third quarter earnings 
release causing investors to wonder how long this will go on, how much it will eventually cost, and if it will require 
another dilutive equity issuance.  Our view is probably more optimistic than most other investors and we think some 
of the fourth quarter weakness in the shares was probably tax related.

Conclusion

In conclusion, thank you for your investment in the KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund.  We will continue 
to work hard to justify your con�dence and trust.

January 12, 2022
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Stock markets around the world experienced strong gains.  Among more than 40 major and minor stock markets 
around the world, we �nd only �ve posting a decline.  In the US, all the major indices advanced.  Large-cap, 
midcap, and small-cap stocks all rose.  Value stocks gained, as did growth stocks.  All eleven economic sectors rose 
at a double-digit pace with Energy leading the pack and Communications Services trailing.

  
�e strong rebound in the economy on 
waning concern about the COVID 
pandemic and the Federal stimulus 
continued to drive a snapback in 
corporate earnings.  Earnings for the 
S&P 500 look like they will increase 
55% in 2021 from the 2020’s depressed 
level.  �is is a full 32% more than 
what was expected at the beginning of 
the year.  As a result, we actually saw 
P/E multiples contract despite the 
strong share-price gains.  

�e most interesting trend in the US 
market was the relative performance 
di�erence between growth and value 
across the market cap spectrum.  
When you look at performance by 
market cap, you see that large-cap 
stocks (Russell Top 200) gained 28%, 
far outpacing the 23% increase in 
midcaps (Russell MidCap) and the 
15% lift in small caps (Russell 2000).   
By style, the Russell 3000, as well as 
its growth and value sub-indices all 
rose 25%-26%.  �is looks more 
interesting if you look a little deeper.  
Indeed, in the Russell Midcap and 
Russell 2000, value dramatically 
outperformed growth:  28% vs 13% in 
midcaps and 28% vs. 3% for small 
caps.  In large caps, however, growth 
outperformed value, 31% vs. 23%.  
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Our takeaway from this is that the value rotation that started in the fourth quarter of 2020 seems to be continuing 
– for most stocks.  Focusing on small- and mid-caps, we still �nd the absolute valuations average and the relative 
valuations compelling.  At year-end, the forward P/E multiple on the Russell 2000 Value Index was 15.9x, slightly 
below its average since 1999.  Midcap value stocks are slightly above their long-term average at 15.7x, but not high 
in an absolute sense.  Relative to their comparative growth indices, they trade at 37% for R2V/R2G and 46% for 
RMV/RMG compared to long-term averages of 59% and 70%.  While value outperformed growth in the smaller 
market caps by a wide margin in 2021, it appears there is plenty of room left to run. Exactly how the market fares 
will likely depend on the outcomes to key developments surrounding COVID-19, in�ation, interest rates, and 
valuation. 
 
 • COVID-19 – As we write this letter, the Omicron variant has created a surge in cases that has eclipsed  
    prior peaks.  Fortunately, this variant appears to be less serious and is infecting a population with   
    higher vaccination rates and better treatments for those becoming ill.  With more people becoming  
    infected and more becoming vaccinated, hopefully we will approach the long-awaited herd immunity  
    and life can return to whatever new normal emerges.  �e potential negative path is that a newer   
    variant comes forth that is more serious.  Our view is that the former is more likely than the latter.

 • In�ation – In�ation has clearly not been as transient as the Fed had expected it to be earlier in 2021.   
    �e rate of change in prices has run at levels not seen in a long time.  While we expect the price   
    increases to slow as we anniversary some of 2021’s increases, we think that in�ation looks more   
    widespread and stickier than some of the surges in prices in the past.  Almost every commodity we look  
    at is up double-digit percentages from a year ago and most were up strongly in 2020.  Wages are rising  
    at the fastest rate in a long time and the labor market looks undersupplied with job openings near   
    records and quit rates at records.  It seems likely that wages will have to rise further to close these gaps.   
    �is seems likely to drive both cost-push and demand-pull in�ation.

 • Interest Rates – Real rates are negative and more negative than they have been in a long time.  Even if  
    we assume (as we do) that in�ation will slow, real rates are still probably negative.  With the Fed   
    signaling that it plans to continue to taper its bond buying and that it expects to begin to raise the   
    Federal Funds rate, rates seem likely to rise.  While we do not think that rates will increase a great deal,  
    it is worth noting that they peaked at over 3% in 2018 when in�ation and unemployment claims were  
    lower than where they are today.

 • Valuation – As we pointed out above, smaller cap stocks and particularly small cap value stocks look  
    attractive relative to larger cap stocks and growth stocks.  �e stocks that drive the overall market,   
    however, look expensive.  �e S&P 500 and Russell Top 200 indices trade at 21.1x and 21.9x next   
    twelve months (NTM) earnings.  �e Russell Top 200 Growth Index trades at 30.0x NTM earnings.   
    �e positive is that these are all �at/down from a year ago despite strong stock performance.  �e   
    negative is that these are all 1.5-1.7 standard deviations above their average since 1999.  With 2022  
    unlikely to see as much strength in upward earnings estimates as we saw in 2021, multiple contraction  
    could weigh on stock performance for these key benchmarks.  Regardless of whether it does, we believe  
    that smaller company stocks will outperform.  To the extent that money moves out of these larger   
    companies into smaller stocks, the performance of small and mid-caps could be very good.  We saw a  
    lot of press stories at the beginning of the year about Apple surpassing $3 trillion in market cap.  �e  
    market cap of the entire Russell 2000 is only about $3.6 trillion.  It would not take much reallocation  
    between the one stock and the 2000 stocks to move those 2000 stocks!

Overall, the factors likely to in�uence the market in 2022 are not that di�erent than those that impacted stock 
prices in 2021.  Some are a little more favorable (COVID, valuation), some less favorable (interest rates), and some 
wildcards or mixed (geopolitics, in�ation).  Regardless of the outcome, our job is to �nd stocks where investors 
undervalue the future and buy those stocks before that changes.

Portfolio Results

For the second quarter in a row, the Fund’s performance exceeded that of its benchmark, the Russell 2000 Value 
Index.  From a big picture perspective, the Fund was helped by the fact that dividend-paying small caps 
outperformed non-dividend payers.  Part of this was that money-losing biotechnology stocks had a tough quarter.  
Also, this was a tough quarter for meme stock AMC Entertainment, although its weakness was mostly o�set by 
emergent meme stock Avis Budget Group.
  
Not directly related to the relative performance of the Fund, but interesting nonetheless, was the wide disparity of 
returns by sectors and where we saw strength and weakness.  Within the Russell 2000 Value Index, the best 
performing sector was Utilities with a gain of greater than 12%.  �e second best was Consumer Staples, followed by 
Technology.  �at makeup at the top might suggest a defensive bias to the market, but the benchmark turned in a 
solid performance.  Furthermore, the worst performing sectors were Communications Services, Health Care, and 
Energy.  �ose sectors are not typically associated with each other.  In addition, economically sensitive sectors such as 
Industrials, Materials, Financial Services, and Consumer Discretionary all outperformed.  Interesting end to an 
interesting year.

When we disaggregate the performance into the impact from Sector Allocation and the impact from Stock Selection, 
we �nd that both Sector Allocation and Stock Selection helped relative performance.  Within Sector Allocation, 
most of the bene�t came from the Fund’s relatively large underweighting in the Health Care sector.  �at stance 
arises from the lack of holdings in the Biotechnology industry.  Surprisingly, this industry makes up more than half of 
the weighting of the Health Care sector at about 5.5%.  Not surprisingly, none of those companies pay dividends and 
therefore are not really investable under our discipline.  �e relative performance in Stock Selection came mostly in 
the Energy, Health Care, Real Estate, and Communications Services sectors.  Good stock-picking in these areas 
o�set weakness in the Fund’s Materials stocks.  �e other sectors were a little better or a little worse than benchmark 
performance.
   
 • While there were some very good and not so good performances amongst the Fund’s Energy holdings,  
    overall, the Fund’s Energy stocks produced a gain nearly in line with that of the Russell 2000 Value  
    Index, whereas the sector was one of the worst performing within the benchmark.  A strong gain in one  
    of the Fund’s largest holdings, Oasis Petroleum, fueled the outperformance and is discussed in the “Let’s  
    Talk Stocks” section of this report.  

 • �e Fund’s outperformance in the Health Care sector was mostly driven by what the Fund did not own,  
    speci�cally biotechnology stocks. �at said, double-digit gains in shares of long-time holdings Ensign  
    Group and Chemed Corporation o�set a decline in Perrigo to generate a respectable gain in a sector that  
    was down for the quarter.

 • �e Real Estate sector was one of the better performing sectors within this Index in the fourth quarter  
    and the Fund’s holdings more than kept pace.  Strong gains in National Storage A�liates (discussed  
    later) and STAG Industrial accounted for most of the outperformance, but �ve of the Fund’s eight  
    holdings saw double-digit returns in the quarter.
  
 • Communications Services was another sector where much of the upside came from avoiding the   
    downside.  In this case, not owning the largest holding in the Index, AMC Entertainment, helped   
    performance as that stock fell more than 25% in the quarter.  �e Fund’s lone holding in the sector,  
    Nexstar Media, broke even, compared to the decline for the sector within the Russell 2000 Value Index.
  
 • Materials was the only sector that meaningfully detracted from relative performance in the fourth quarter.   
    It is a small sector and weakness in the shares of Compass Minerals after it cut its dividend and Kaiser  
    Aluminum as investors weighed the potential impact of the resurgence in COVID more the o�set a very  
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    nice gain in Olin Corporation which continued to report strong earnings.
  
During the quarter we added three new positions to the Fund, eliminated two positions, and had one acquired for 
cash.

Let’s Talk Stocks

�e top three contributors in the quarter were:

Oasis Petroleum (OAS - $125.99 — NASDAQ) is an exploration and production company with operations 
focused on the Williston Basin and located primarily in North Dakota. During the quarter, Oasis executed a couple 
transactions to simplify its corporate structure and make its value more apparent.  It sold its 70% stake in publicly 
traded Oasis Midstream Partners (OMP) for cash, debt reduction, and shares in Crestwood Equity Partners 
(CEQP) at a favorable price.  It also closed a previously announced acreage acquisition that improves its land 
position in the Williston Basin.  In addition, the third quarter surge in crude prices drove strong earnings which 
were reported during the fourth quarter.  �e earnings drove strong free cash �ows which allowed Oasis to increase 
its regular dividend by 33% and spend a little on share repurchases, which was a little bit of a positive surprise.

Del Taco Restaurants (TACO - $12.45 - NASDAQ) operates and franchises Mexican-themed fast-food 
restaurants.  Shares advanced after the company announced on December 6 that it agreed to be acquired by 
quick-service hamburger restaurant chain Jack in the Box for $575 million in an all-cash deal, or for $12.51 a share.  
�at prompted shares to rally by about $5 in just one day.  �e deal is expected to close during the �rst calendar 
quarter of 2022.

National Storage A�liates (NSA - $69.20 –NYSE) is a real estate investment trust that owns and operates 
self-storage facilities around the U.S., with a particular focus on secondary markets.  �ese have historically been less 
attractive to developers whose focus on construction in larger markets often produces market saturation and thus 
rent pressure.  During a highly disruptive pandemic, National Storage A�liates has consistently reported earnings 
ahead of expectations and continually raised revenue and earnings guidance.  It did so again in the fourth quarter. 
NSA bene�ts from many favorable trends.  Most notable are increased occupancy and impressive growth in street 
rates due to a tight housing market.  Secondarily, it has seen the movement by young adults back into their parents’ 
homes and home-based work and education cause homeowners to clear rooms and put those possessions into 
self-storage.  Finally, NSA bene�ts from “triple S” migration, which is migration to suburban, secondary, and Sun 
Belt markets.

�e three largest detractors in the quarter were:

Perrigo Co. PLC (PRGO - $38.90 - NYSE) manufactures self-care products and over the counter (OTC) health 
and wellness solutions. �e company is undergoing a transformation that consisted of selling its generic prescription 
drug business, successfully resolving a large tax dispute, and the announced acquisition of HRA, a leading 
manufacturer of consumer self-care brands.  �at transformation process hit a bump in the road this quarter driven 
by supply chain issues.  On its quarterly conference call with investors, CEO Murray Kessler summed the quarter up 
well stating it was “a punch in the gut” and this was not an understatement.  �e supply chain issues were mainly 
freight-related, and the cold/�u season started slowly – both of which weighed on margins. As a result of these 
issues, management reduced full-year guidance but remains con�dent that most of the impact of headwinds will be 
recouped next year. �e setup for Perrigo in 2022 is favorable, but management will have to start delivering on its 
stated goals before the stock moves higher.

Culp, Inc. (CULP - $9.51 – NYSE) is a leading manufacturer of mattress and upholstery fabrics.  Culp reduced 
guidance in early November as the company continues to be negatively impacted by COVID lockdowns driving 
labor ine�ciencies and higher costs for both freight and raw materials.  �e biggest impact in the quarter was the 
COVID-induced lockdown in Vietnam which impacted both sourcing and shipping for most of the quarter.  �e 
lockdown was lifted toward the end of the quarter with production and shipment rates normalizing, but the recent 
emergence of Omicron has the potential to reverse that. Higher costs for freight, labor, and raw materials is not new 
and is expected to impact next quarter as well. �e overall tone on the call was positive with the expectation for a 
return to growth in the �scal fourth quarter (Feb-Apr).  Culp is well-positioned to capitalize on improved housing 
activity, which could lead to increased demand for mattresses and furniture. �e cash-rich balance sheet provides 
�exibility and support for this anticipated growth.
  
James River Holdings (JRVR - $28.81– NASDAQ) provides property and casualty insurance to middle market 
corporations across the United States.  It specializes in risks that most insurance companies do not underwrite and is 
seeing signi�cant price increases in most of the lines it underwrites.  �is improvement has been o�set over the last 
couple years by larger loss development in some of the older, non-core lines of business in which it has participated.  
While it resolved the biggest of these issues earlier in the year, another crept up with the third quarter earnings 
release causing investors to wonder how long this will go on, how much it will eventually cost, and if it will require 
another dilutive equity issuance.  Our view is probably more optimistic than most other investors and we think some 
of the fourth quarter weakness in the shares was probably tax related.

Conclusion

In conclusion, thank you for your investment in the KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund.  We will continue 
to work hard to justify your con�dence and trust.

January 12, 2022



To Our Shareholders,  

For the quarter ended December 31, 2021, the Keeley Small Cap Dividend Value Fund’s net asset value (“NAV”) 
per Class A share gained 6.23% compared with a 4.36% rise in the Russell 2000 Value Index.  For all of 2021, the 
Fund advanced 24.69% compared to a 28.27% gain for the benchmark.

 
Commentary

Stock markets around the world experienced strong gains.  Among more than 40 major and minor stock markets 
around the world, we �nd only �ve posting a decline.  In the US, all the major indices advanced.  Large-cap, 
midcap, and small-cap stocks all rose.  Value stocks gained, as did growth stocks.  All eleven economic sectors rose 
at a double-digit pace with Energy leading the pack and Communications Services trailing.

  
�e strong rebound in the economy on 
waning concern about the COVID 
pandemic and the Federal stimulus 
continued to drive a snapback in 
corporate earnings.  Earnings for the 
S&P 500 look like they will increase 
55% in 2021 from the 2020’s depressed 
level.  �is is a full 32% more than 
what was expected at the beginning of 
the year.  As a result, we actually saw 
P/E multiples contract despite the 
strong share-price gains.  

�e most interesting trend in the US 
market was the relative performance 
di�erence between growth and value 
across the market cap spectrum.  
When you look at performance by 
market cap, you see that large-cap 
stocks (Russell Top 200) gained 28%, 
far outpacing the 23% increase in 
midcaps (Russell MidCap) and the 
15% lift in small caps (Russell 2000).   
By style, the Russell 3000, as well as 
its growth and value sub-indices all 
rose 25%-26%.  �is looks more 
interesting if you look a little deeper.  
Indeed, in the Russell Midcap and 
Russell 2000, value dramatically 
outperformed growth:  28% vs 13% in 
midcaps and 28% vs. 3% for small 
caps.  In large caps, however, growth 
outperformed value, 31% vs. 23%.  

Our takeaway from this is that the value rotation that started in the fourth quarter of 2020 seems to be continuing 
– for most stocks.  Focusing on small- and mid-caps, we still �nd the absolute valuations average and the relative 
valuations compelling.  At year-end, the forward P/E multiple on the Russell 2000 Value Index was 15.9x, slightly 
below its average since 1999.  Midcap value stocks are slightly above their long-term average at 15.7x, but not high 
in an absolute sense.  Relative to their comparative growth indices, they trade at 37% for R2V/R2G and 46% for 
RMV/RMG compared to long-term averages of 59% and 70%.  While value outperformed growth in the smaller 
market caps by a wide margin in 2021, it appears there is plenty of room left to run. Exactly how the market fares 
will likely depend on the outcomes to key developments surrounding COVID-19, in�ation, interest rates, and 
valuation. 
 
 • COVID-19 – As we write this letter, the Omicron variant has created a surge in cases that has eclipsed  
    prior peaks.  Fortunately, this variant appears to be less serious and is infecting a population with   
    higher vaccination rates and better treatments for those becoming ill.  With more people becoming  
    infected and more becoming vaccinated, hopefully we will approach the long-awaited herd immunity  
    and life can return to whatever new normal emerges.  �e potential negative path is that a newer   
    variant comes forth that is more serious.  Our view is that the former is more likely than the latter.

 • In�ation – In�ation has clearly not been as transient as the Fed had expected it to be earlier in 2021.   
    �e rate of change in prices has run at levels not seen in a long time.  While we expect the price   
    increases to slow as we anniversary some of 2021’s increases, we think that in�ation looks more   
    widespread and stickier than some of the surges in prices in the past.  Almost every commodity we look  
    at is up double-digit percentages from a year ago and most were up strongly in 2020.  Wages are rising  
    at the fastest rate in a long time and the labor market looks undersupplied with job openings near   
    records and quit rates at records.  It seems likely that wages will have to rise further to close these gaps.   
    �is seems likely to drive both cost-push and demand-pull in�ation.

 • Interest Rates – Real rates are negative and more negative than they have been in a long time.  Even if  
    we assume (as we do) that in�ation will slow, real rates are still probably negative.  With the Fed   
    signaling that it plans to continue to taper its bond buying and that it expects to begin to raise the   
    Federal Funds rate, rates seem likely to rise.  While we do not think that rates will increase a great deal,  
    it is worth noting that they peaked at over 3% in 2018 when in�ation and unemployment claims were  
    lower than where they are today.

 • Valuation – As we pointed out above, smaller cap stocks and particularly small cap value stocks look  
    attractive relative to larger cap stocks and growth stocks.  �e stocks that drive the overall market,   
    however, look expensive.  �e S&P 500 and Russell Top 200 indices trade at 21.1x and 21.9x next   
    twelve months (NTM) earnings.  �e Russell Top 200 Growth Index trades at 30.0x NTM earnings.   
    �e positive is that these are all �at/down from a year ago despite strong stock performance.  �e   
    negative is that these are all 1.5-1.7 standard deviations above their average since 1999.  With 2022  
    unlikely to see as much strength in upward earnings estimates as we saw in 2021, multiple contraction  
    could weigh on stock performance for these key benchmarks.  Regardless of whether it does, we believe  
    that smaller company stocks will outperform.  To the extent that money moves out of these larger   
    companies into smaller stocks, the performance of small and mid-caps could be very good.  We saw a  
    lot of press stories at the beginning of the year about Apple surpassing $3 trillion in market cap.  �e  
    market cap of the entire Russell 2000 is only about $3.6 trillion.  It would not take much reallocation  
    between the one stock and the 2000 stocks to move those 2000 stocks!

Overall, the factors likely to in�uence the market in 2022 are not that di�erent than those that impacted stock 
prices in 2021.  Some are a little more favorable (COVID, valuation), some less favorable (interest rates), and some 
wildcards or mixed (geopolitics, in�ation).  Regardless of the outcome, our job is to �nd stocks where investors 
undervalue the future and buy those stocks before that changes.

Portfolio Results

For the second quarter in a row, the Fund’s performance exceeded that of its benchmark, the Russell 2000 Value 
Index.  From a big picture perspective, the Fund was helped by the fact that dividend-paying small caps 
outperformed non-dividend payers.  Part of this was that money-losing biotechnology stocks had a tough quarter.  
Also, this was a tough quarter for meme stock AMC Entertainment, although its weakness was mostly o�set by 
emergent meme stock Avis Budget Group.
  
Not directly related to the relative performance of the Fund, but interesting nonetheless, was the wide disparity of 
returns by sectors and where we saw strength and weakness.  Within the Russell 2000 Value Index, the best 
performing sector was Utilities with a gain of greater than 12%.  �e second best was Consumer Staples, followed by 
Technology.  �at makeup at the top might suggest a defensive bias to the market, but the benchmark turned in a 
solid performance.  Furthermore, the worst performing sectors were Communications Services, Health Care, and 
Energy.  �ose sectors are not typically associated with each other.  In addition, economically sensitive sectors such as 
Industrials, Materials, Financial Services, and Consumer Discretionary all outperformed.  Interesting end to an 
interesting year.

When we disaggregate the performance into the impact from Sector Allocation and the impact from Stock Selection, 
we �nd that both Sector Allocation and Stock Selection helped relative performance.  Within Sector Allocation, 
most of the bene�t came from the Fund’s relatively large underweighting in the Health Care sector.  �at stance 
arises from the lack of holdings in the Biotechnology industry.  Surprisingly, this industry makes up more than half of 
the weighting of the Health Care sector at about 5.5%.  Not surprisingly, none of those companies pay dividends and 
therefore are not really investable under our discipline.  �e relative performance in Stock Selection came mostly in 
the Energy, Health Care, Real Estate, and Communications Services sectors.  Good stock-picking in these areas 
o�set weakness in the Fund’s Materials stocks.  �e other sectors were a little better or a little worse than benchmark 
performance.
   
 • While there were some very good and not so good performances amongst the Fund’s Energy holdings,  
    overall, the Fund’s Energy stocks produced a gain nearly in line with that of the Russell 2000 Value  
    Index, whereas the sector was one of the worst performing within the benchmark.  A strong gain in one  
    of the Fund’s largest holdings, Oasis Petroleum, fueled the outperformance and is discussed in the “Let’s  
    Talk Stocks” section of this report.  

 • �e Fund’s outperformance in the Health Care sector was mostly driven by what the Fund did not own,  
    speci�cally biotechnology stocks. �at said, double-digit gains in shares of long-time holdings Ensign  
    Group and Chemed Corporation o�set a decline in Perrigo to generate a respectable gain in a sector that  
    was down for the quarter.

 • �e Real Estate sector was one of the better performing sectors within this Index in the fourth quarter  
    and the Fund’s holdings more than kept pace.  Strong gains in National Storage A�liates (discussed  
    later) and STAG Industrial accounted for most of the outperformance, but �ve of the Fund’s eight  
    holdings saw double-digit returns in the quarter.
  
 • Communications Services was another sector where much of the upside came from avoiding the   
    downside.  In this case, not owning the largest holding in the Index, AMC Entertainment, helped   
    performance as that stock fell more than 25% in the quarter.  �e Fund’s lone holding in the sector,  
    Nexstar Media, broke even, compared to the decline for the sector within the Russell 2000 Value Index.
  
 • Materials was the only sector that meaningfully detracted from relative performance in the fourth quarter.   
    It is a small sector and weakness in the shares of Compass Minerals after it cut its dividend and Kaiser  
    Aluminum as investors weighed the potential impact of the resurgence in COVID more the o�set a very  

    nice gain in Olin Corporation which continued to report strong earnings.
  
During the quarter we added three new positions to the Fund, eliminated two positions, and had one acquired for 
cash.

Let’s Talk Stocks

�e top three contributors in the quarter were:

Oasis Petroleum (OAS - $125.99 — NASDAQ) is an exploration and production company with operations 
focused on the Williston Basin and located primarily in North Dakota. During the quarter, Oasis executed a couple 
transactions to simplify its corporate structure and make its value more apparent.  It sold its 70% stake in publicly 
traded Oasis Midstream Partners (OMP) for cash, debt reduction, and shares in Crestwood Equity Partners 
(CEQP) at a favorable price.  It also closed a previously announced acreage acquisition that improves its land 
position in the Williston Basin.  In addition, the third quarter surge in crude prices drove strong earnings which 
were reported during the fourth quarter.  �e earnings drove strong free cash �ows which allowed Oasis to increase 
its regular dividend by 33% and spend a little on share repurchases, which was a little bit of a positive surprise.

Del Taco Restaurants (TACO - $12.45 - NASDAQ) operates and franchises Mexican-themed fast-food 
restaurants.  Shares advanced after the company announced on December 6 that it agreed to be acquired by 
quick-service hamburger restaurant chain Jack in the Box for $575 million in an all-cash deal, or for $12.51 a share.  
�at prompted shares to rally by about $5 in just one day.  �e deal is expected to close during the �rst calendar 
quarter of 2022.

National Storage A�liates (NSA - $69.20 –NYSE) is a real estate investment trust that owns and operates 
self-storage facilities around the U.S., with a particular focus on secondary markets.  �ese have historically been less 
attractive to developers whose focus on construction in larger markets often produces market saturation and thus 
rent pressure.  During a highly disruptive pandemic, National Storage A�liates has consistently reported earnings 
ahead of expectations and continually raised revenue and earnings guidance.  It did so again in the fourth quarter. 
NSA bene�ts from many favorable trends.  Most notable are increased occupancy and impressive growth in street 
rates due to a tight housing market.  Secondarily, it has seen the movement by young adults back into their parents’ 
homes and home-based work and education cause homeowners to clear rooms and put those possessions into 
self-storage.  Finally, NSA bene�ts from “triple S” migration, which is migration to suburban, secondary, and Sun 
Belt markets.

�e three largest detractors in the quarter were:

Perrigo Co. PLC (PRGO - $38.90 - NYSE) manufactures self-care products and over the counter (OTC) health 
and wellness solutions. �e company is undergoing a transformation that consisted of selling its generic prescription 
drug business, successfully resolving a large tax dispute, and the announced acquisition of HRA, a leading 
manufacturer of consumer self-care brands.  �at transformation process hit a bump in the road this quarter driven 
by supply chain issues.  On its quarterly conference call with investors, CEO Murray Kessler summed the quarter up 
well stating it was “a punch in the gut” and this was not an understatement.  �e supply chain issues were mainly 
freight-related, and the cold/�u season started slowly – both of which weighed on margins. As a result of these 
issues, management reduced full-year guidance but remains con�dent that most of the impact of headwinds will be 
recouped next year. �e setup for Perrigo in 2022 is favorable, but management will have to start delivering on its 
stated goals before the stock moves higher.
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Culp, Inc. (CULP - $9.51 – NYSE) is a leading manufacturer of mattress and upholstery fabrics.  Culp reduced 
guidance in early November as the company continues to be negatively impacted by COVID lockdowns driving 
labor ine�ciencies and higher costs for both freight and raw materials.  �e biggest impact in the quarter was the 
COVID-induced lockdown in Vietnam which impacted both sourcing and shipping for most of the quarter.  �e 
lockdown was lifted toward the end of the quarter with production and shipment rates normalizing, but the recent 
emergence of Omicron has the potential to reverse that. Higher costs for freight, labor, and raw materials is not new 
and is expected to impact next quarter as well. �e overall tone on the call was positive with the expectation for a 
return to growth in the �scal fourth quarter (Feb-Apr).  Culp is well-positioned to capitalize on improved housing 
activity, which could lead to increased demand for mattresses and furniture. �e cash-rich balance sheet provides 
�exibility and support for this anticipated growth.
  
James River Holdings (JRVR - $28.81– NASDAQ) provides property and casualty insurance to middle market 
corporations across the United States.  It specializes in risks that most insurance companies do not underwrite and is 
seeing signi�cant price increases in most of the lines it underwrites.  �is improvement has been o�set over the last 
couple years by larger loss development in some of the older, non-core lines of business in which it has participated.  
While it resolved the biggest of these issues earlier in the year, another crept up with the third quarter earnings 
release causing investors to wonder how long this will go on, how much it will eventually cost, and if it will require 
another dilutive equity issuance.  Our view is probably more optimistic than most other investors and we think some 
of the fourth quarter weakness in the shares was probably tax related.

Conclusion

In conclusion, thank you for your investment in the KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund.  We will continue 
to work hard to justify your con�dence and trust.

January 12, 2022



To Our Shareholders,  

For the quarter ended December 31, 2021, the Keeley Small Cap Dividend Value Fund’s net asset value (“NAV”) 
per Class A share gained 6.23% compared with a 4.36% rise in the Russell 2000 Value Index.  For all of 2021, the 
Fund advanced 24.69% compared to a 28.27% gain for the benchmark.

 
Commentary

Stock markets around the world experienced strong gains.  Among more than 40 major and minor stock markets 
around the world, we �nd only �ve posting a decline.  In the US, all the major indices advanced.  Large-cap, 
midcap, and small-cap stocks all rose.  Value stocks gained, as did growth stocks.  All eleven economic sectors rose 
at a double-digit pace with Energy leading the pack and Communications Services trailing.

  
�e strong rebound in the economy on 
waning concern about the COVID 
pandemic and the Federal stimulus 
continued to drive a snapback in 
corporate earnings.  Earnings for the 
S&P 500 look like they will increase 
55% in 2021 from the 2020’s depressed 
level.  �is is a full 32% more than 
what was expected at the beginning of 
the year.  As a result, we actually saw 
P/E multiples contract despite the 
strong share-price gains.  

�e most interesting trend in the US 
market was the relative performance 
di�erence between growth and value 
across the market cap spectrum.  
When you look at performance by 
market cap, you see that large-cap 
stocks (Russell Top 200) gained 28%, 
far outpacing the 23% increase in 
midcaps (Russell MidCap) and the 
15% lift in small caps (Russell 2000).   
By style, the Russell 3000, as well as 
its growth and value sub-indices all 
rose 25%-26%.  �is looks more 
interesting if you look a little deeper.  
Indeed, in the Russell Midcap and 
Russell 2000, value dramatically 
outperformed growth:  28% vs 13% in 
midcaps and 28% vs. 3% for small 
caps.  In large caps, however, growth 
outperformed value, 31% vs. 23%.  

Our takeaway from this is that the value rotation that started in the fourth quarter of 2020 seems to be continuing 
– for most stocks.  Focusing on small- and mid-caps, we still �nd the absolute valuations average and the relative 
valuations compelling.  At year-end, the forward P/E multiple on the Russell 2000 Value Index was 15.9x, slightly 
below its average since 1999.  Midcap value stocks are slightly above their long-term average at 15.7x, but not high 
in an absolute sense.  Relative to their comparative growth indices, they trade at 37% for R2V/R2G and 46% for 
RMV/RMG compared to long-term averages of 59% and 70%.  While value outperformed growth in the smaller 
market caps by a wide margin in 2021, it appears there is plenty of room left to run. Exactly how the market fares 
will likely depend on the outcomes to key developments surrounding COVID-19, in�ation, interest rates, and 
valuation. 
 
 • COVID-19 – As we write this letter, the Omicron variant has created a surge in cases that has eclipsed  
    prior peaks.  Fortunately, this variant appears to be less serious and is infecting a population with   
    higher vaccination rates and better treatments for those becoming ill.  With more people becoming  
    infected and more becoming vaccinated, hopefully we will approach the long-awaited herd immunity  
    and life can return to whatever new normal emerges.  �e potential negative path is that a newer   
    variant comes forth that is more serious.  Our view is that the former is more likely than the latter.

 • In�ation – In�ation has clearly not been as transient as the Fed had expected it to be earlier in 2021.   
    �e rate of change in prices has run at levels not seen in a long time.  While we expect the price   
    increases to slow as we anniversary some of 2021’s increases, we think that in�ation looks more   
    widespread and stickier than some of the surges in prices in the past.  Almost every commodity we look  
    at is up double-digit percentages from a year ago and most were up strongly in 2020.  Wages are rising  
    at the fastest rate in a long time and the labor market looks undersupplied with job openings near   
    records and quit rates at records.  It seems likely that wages will have to rise further to close these gaps.   
    �is seems likely to drive both cost-push and demand-pull in�ation.

 • Interest Rates – Real rates are negative and more negative than they have been in a long time.  Even if  
    we assume (as we do) that in�ation will slow, real rates are still probably negative.  With the Fed   
    signaling that it plans to continue to taper its bond buying and that it expects to begin to raise the   
    Federal Funds rate, rates seem likely to rise.  While we do not think that rates will increase a great deal,  
    it is worth noting that they peaked at over 3% in 2018 when in�ation and unemployment claims were  
    lower than where they are today.

 • Valuation – As we pointed out above, smaller cap stocks and particularly small cap value stocks look  
    attractive relative to larger cap stocks and growth stocks.  �e stocks that drive the overall market,   
    however, look expensive.  �e S&P 500 and Russell Top 200 indices trade at 21.1x and 21.9x next   
    twelve months (NTM) earnings.  �e Russell Top 200 Growth Index trades at 30.0x NTM earnings.   
    �e positive is that these are all �at/down from a year ago despite strong stock performance.  �e   
    negative is that these are all 1.5-1.7 standard deviations above their average since 1999.  With 2022  
    unlikely to see as much strength in upward earnings estimates as we saw in 2021, multiple contraction  
    could weigh on stock performance for these key benchmarks.  Regardless of whether it does, we believe  
    that smaller company stocks will outperform.  To the extent that money moves out of these larger   
    companies into smaller stocks, the performance of small and mid-caps could be very good.  We saw a  
    lot of press stories at the beginning of the year about Apple surpassing $3 trillion in market cap.  �e  
    market cap of the entire Russell 2000 is only about $3.6 trillion.  It would not take much reallocation  
    between the one stock and the 2000 stocks to move those 2000 stocks!

Overall, the factors likely to in�uence the market in 2022 are not that di�erent than those that impacted stock 
prices in 2021.  Some are a little more favorable (COVID, valuation), some less favorable (interest rates), and some 
wildcards or mixed (geopolitics, in�ation).  Regardless of the outcome, our job is to �nd stocks where investors 
undervalue the future and buy those stocks before that changes.

Portfolio Results

For the second quarter in a row, the Fund’s performance exceeded that of its benchmark, the Russell 2000 Value 
Index.  From a big picture perspective, the Fund was helped by the fact that dividend-paying small caps 
outperformed non-dividend payers.  Part of this was that money-losing biotechnology stocks had a tough quarter.  
Also, this was a tough quarter for meme stock AMC Entertainment, although its weakness was mostly o�set by 
emergent meme stock Avis Budget Group.
  
Not directly related to the relative performance of the Fund, but interesting nonetheless, was the wide disparity of 
returns by sectors and where we saw strength and weakness.  Within the Russell 2000 Value Index, the best 
performing sector was Utilities with a gain of greater than 12%.  �e second best was Consumer Staples, followed by 
Technology.  �at makeup at the top might suggest a defensive bias to the market, but the benchmark turned in a 
solid performance.  Furthermore, the worst performing sectors were Communications Services, Health Care, and 
Energy.  �ose sectors are not typically associated with each other.  In addition, economically sensitive sectors such as 
Industrials, Materials, Financial Services, and Consumer Discretionary all outperformed.  Interesting end to an 
interesting year.

When we disaggregate the performance into the impact from Sector Allocation and the impact from Stock Selection, 
we �nd that both Sector Allocation and Stock Selection helped relative performance.  Within Sector Allocation, 
most of the bene�t came from the Fund’s relatively large underweighting in the Health Care sector.  �at stance 
arises from the lack of holdings in the Biotechnology industry.  Surprisingly, this industry makes up more than half of 
the weighting of the Health Care sector at about 5.5%.  Not surprisingly, none of those companies pay dividends and 
therefore are not really investable under our discipline.  �e relative performance in Stock Selection came mostly in 
the Energy, Health Care, Real Estate, and Communications Services sectors.  Good stock-picking in these areas 
o�set weakness in the Fund’s Materials stocks.  �e other sectors were a little better or a little worse than benchmark 
performance.
   
 • While there were some very good and not so good performances amongst the Fund’s Energy holdings,  
    overall, the Fund’s Energy stocks produced a gain nearly in line with that of the Russell 2000 Value  
    Index, whereas the sector was one of the worst performing within the benchmark.  A strong gain in one  
    of the Fund’s largest holdings, Oasis Petroleum, fueled the outperformance and is discussed in the “Let’s  
    Talk Stocks” section of this report.  

 • �e Fund’s outperformance in the Health Care sector was mostly driven by what the Fund did not own,  
    speci�cally biotechnology stocks. �at said, double-digit gains in shares of long-time holdings Ensign  
    Group and Chemed Corporation o�set a decline in Perrigo to generate a respectable gain in a sector that  
    was down for the quarter.

 • �e Real Estate sector was one of the better performing sectors within this Index in the fourth quarter  
    and the Fund’s holdings more than kept pace.  Strong gains in National Storage A�liates (discussed  
    later) and STAG Industrial accounted for most of the outperformance, but �ve of the Fund’s eight  
    holdings saw double-digit returns in the quarter.
  
 • Communications Services was another sector where much of the upside came from avoiding the   
    downside.  In this case, not owning the largest holding in the Index, AMC Entertainment, helped   
    performance as that stock fell more than 25% in the quarter.  �e Fund’s lone holding in the sector,  
    Nexstar Media, broke even, compared to the decline for the sector within the Russell 2000 Value Index.
  
 • Materials was the only sector that meaningfully detracted from relative performance in the fourth quarter.   
    It is a small sector and weakness in the shares of Compass Minerals after it cut its dividend and Kaiser  
    Aluminum as investors weighed the potential impact of the resurgence in COVID more the o�set a very  

    nice gain in Olin Corporation which continued to report strong earnings.
  
During the quarter we added three new positions to the Fund, eliminated two positions, and had one acquired for 
cash.

Let’s Talk Stocks

�e top three contributors in the quarter were:

Oasis Petroleum (OAS - $125.99 — NASDAQ) is an exploration and production company with operations 
focused on the Williston Basin and located primarily in North Dakota. During the quarter, Oasis executed a couple 
transactions to simplify its corporate structure and make its value more apparent.  It sold its 70% stake in publicly 
traded Oasis Midstream Partners (OMP) for cash, debt reduction, and shares in Crestwood Equity Partners 
(CEQP) at a favorable price.  It also closed a previously announced acreage acquisition that improves its land 
position in the Williston Basin.  In addition, the third quarter surge in crude prices drove strong earnings which 
were reported during the fourth quarter.  �e earnings drove strong free cash �ows which allowed Oasis to increase 
its regular dividend by 33% and spend a little on share repurchases, which was a little bit of a positive surprise.

Del Taco Restaurants (TACO - $12.45 - NASDAQ) operates and franchises Mexican-themed fast-food 
restaurants.  Shares advanced after the company announced on December 6 that it agreed to be acquired by 
quick-service hamburger restaurant chain Jack in the Box for $575 million in an all-cash deal, or for $12.51 a share.  
�at prompted shares to rally by about $5 in just one day.  �e deal is expected to close during the �rst calendar 
quarter of 2022.

National Storage A�liates (NSA - $69.20 –NYSE) is a real estate investment trust that owns and operates 
self-storage facilities around the U.S., with a particular focus on secondary markets.  �ese have historically been less 
attractive to developers whose focus on construction in larger markets often produces market saturation and thus 
rent pressure.  During a highly disruptive pandemic, National Storage A�liates has consistently reported earnings 
ahead of expectations and continually raised revenue and earnings guidance.  It did so again in the fourth quarter. 
NSA bene�ts from many favorable trends.  Most notable are increased occupancy and impressive growth in street 
rates due to a tight housing market.  Secondarily, it has seen the movement by young adults back into their parents’ 
homes and home-based work and education cause homeowners to clear rooms and put those possessions into 
self-storage.  Finally, NSA bene�ts from “triple S” migration, which is migration to suburban, secondary, and Sun 
Belt markets.

�e three largest detractors in the quarter were:

Perrigo Co. PLC (PRGO - $38.90 - NYSE) manufactures self-care products and over the counter (OTC) health 
and wellness solutions. �e company is undergoing a transformation that consisted of selling its generic prescription 
drug business, successfully resolving a large tax dispute, and the announced acquisition of HRA, a leading 
manufacturer of consumer self-care brands.  �at transformation process hit a bump in the road this quarter driven 
by supply chain issues.  On its quarterly conference call with investors, CEO Murray Kessler summed the quarter up 
well stating it was “a punch in the gut” and this was not an understatement.  �e supply chain issues were mainly 
freight-related, and the cold/�u season started slowly – both of which weighed on margins. As a result of these 
issues, management reduced full-year guidance but remains con�dent that most of the impact of headwinds will be 
recouped next year. �e setup for Perrigo in 2022 is favorable, but management will have to start delivering on its 
stated goals before the stock moves higher.
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Culp, Inc. (CULP - $9.51 – NYSE) is a leading manufacturer of mattress and upholstery fabrics.  Culp reduced 
guidance in early November as the company continues to be negatively impacted by COVID lockdowns driving 
labor ine�ciencies and higher costs for both freight and raw materials.  �e biggest impact in the quarter was the 
COVID-induced lockdown in Vietnam which impacted both sourcing and shipping for most of the quarter.  �e 
lockdown was lifted toward the end of the quarter with production and shipment rates normalizing, but the recent 
emergence of Omicron has the potential to reverse that. Higher costs for freight, labor, and raw materials is not new 
and is expected to impact next quarter as well. �e overall tone on the call was positive with the expectation for a 
return to growth in the �scal fourth quarter (Feb-Apr).  Culp is well-positioned to capitalize on improved housing 
activity, which could lead to increased demand for mattresses and furniture. �e cash-rich balance sheet provides 
�exibility and support for this anticipated growth.
  
James River Holdings (JRVR - $28.81– NASDAQ) provides property and casualty insurance to middle market 
corporations across the United States.  It specializes in risks that most insurance companies do not underwrite and is 
seeing signi�cant price increases in most of the lines it underwrites.  �is improvement has been o�set over the last 
couple years by larger loss development in some of the older, non-core lines of business in which it has participated.  
While it resolved the biggest of these issues earlier in the year, another crept up with the third quarter earnings 
release causing investors to wonder how long this will go on, how much it will eventually cost, and if it will require 
another dilutive equity issuance.  Our view is probably more optimistic than most other investors and we think some 
of the fourth quarter weakness in the shares was probably tax related.

Conclusion

In conclusion, thank you for your investment in the KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund.  We will continue 
to work hard to justify your con�dence and trust.

January 12, 2022



To Our Shareholders,  

For the quarter ended December 31, 2021, the Keeley Small Cap Dividend Value Fund’s net asset value (“NAV”) 
per Class A share gained 6.23% compared with a 4.36% rise in the Russell 2000 Value Index.  For all of 2021, the 
Fund advanced 24.69% compared to a 28.27% gain for the benchmark.

 
Commentary

Stock markets around the world experienced strong gains.  Among more than 40 major and minor stock markets 
around the world, we �nd only �ve posting a decline.  In the US, all the major indices advanced.  Large-cap, 
midcap, and small-cap stocks all rose.  Value stocks gained, as did growth stocks.  All eleven economic sectors rose 
at a double-digit pace with Energy leading the pack and Communications Services trailing.

  
�e strong rebound in the economy on 
waning concern about the COVID 
pandemic and the Federal stimulus 
continued to drive a snapback in 
corporate earnings.  Earnings for the 
S&P 500 look like they will increase 
55% in 2021 from the 2020’s depressed 
level.  �is is a full 32% more than 
what was expected at the beginning of 
the year.  As a result, we actually saw 
P/E multiples contract despite the 
strong share-price gains.  

�e most interesting trend in the US 
market was the relative performance 
di�erence between growth and value 
across the market cap spectrum.  
When you look at performance by 
market cap, you see that large-cap 
stocks (Russell Top 200) gained 28%, 
far outpacing the 23% increase in 
midcaps (Russell MidCap) and the 
15% lift in small caps (Russell 2000).   
By style, the Russell 3000, as well as 
its growth and value sub-indices all 
rose 25%-26%.  �is looks more 
interesting if you look a little deeper.  
Indeed, in the Russell Midcap and 
Russell 2000, value dramatically 
outperformed growth:  28% vs 13% in 
midcaps and 28% vs. 3% for small 
caps.  In large caps, however, growth 
outperformed value, 31% vs. 23%.  

Our takeaway from this is that the value rotation that started in the fourth quarter of 2020 seems to be continuing 
– for most stocks.  Focusing on small- and mid-caps, we still �nd the absolute valuations average and the relative 
valuations compelling.  At year-end, the forward P/E multiple on the Russell 2000 Value Index was 15.9x, slightly 
below its average since 1999.  Midcap value stocks are slightly above their long-term average at 15.7x, but not high 
in an absolute sense.  Relative to their comparative growth indices, they trade at 37% for R2V/R2G and 46% for 
RMV/RMG compared to long-term averages of 59% and 70%.  While value outperformed growth in the smaller 
market caps by a wide margin in 2021, it appears there is plenty of room left to run. Exactly how the market fares 
will likely depend on the outcomes to key developments surrounding COVID-19, in�ation, interest rates, and 
valuation. 
 
 • COVID-19 – As we write this letter, the Omicron variant has created a surge in cases that has eclipsed  
    prior peaks.  Fortunately, this variant appears to be less serious and is infecting a population with   
    higher vaccination rates and better treatments for those becoming ill.  With more people becoming  
    infected and more becoming vaccinated, hopefully we will approach the long-awaited herd immunity  
    and life can return to whatever new normal emerges.  �e potential negative path is that a newer   
    variant comes forth that is more serious.  Our view is that the former is more likely than the latter.

 • In�ation – In�ation has clearly not been as transient as the Fed had expected it to be earlier in 2021.   
    �e rate of change in prices has run at levels not seen in a long time.  While we expect the price   
    increases to slow as we anniversary some of 2021’s increases, we think that in�ation looks more   
    widespread and stickier than some of the surges in prices in the past.  Almost every commodity we look  
    at is up double-digit percentages from a year ago and most were up strongly in 2020.  Wages are rising  
    at the fastest rate in a long time and the labor market looks undersupplied with job openings near   
    records and quit rates at records.  It seems likely that wages will have to rise further to close these gaps.   
    �is seems likely to drive both cost-push and demand-pull in�ation.

 • Interest Rates – Real rates are negative and more negative than they have been in a long time.  Even if  
    we assume (as we do) that in�ation will slow, real rates are still probably negative.  With the Fed   
    signaling that it plans to continue to taper its bond buying and that it expects to begin to raise the   
    Federal Funds rate, rates seem likely to rise.  While we do not think that rates will increase a great deal,  
    it is worth noting that they peaked at over 3% in 2018 when in�ation and unemployment claims were  
    lower than where they are today.

 • Valuation – As we pointed out above, smaller cap stocks and particularly small cap value stocks look  
    attractive relative to larger cap stocks and growth stocks.  �e stocks that drive the overall market,   
    however, look expensive.  �e S&P 500 and Russell Top 200 indices trade at 21.1x and 21.9x next   
    twelve months (NTM) earnings.  �e Russell Top 200 Growth Index trades at 30.0x NTM earnings.   
    �e positive is that these are all �at/down from a year ago despite strong stock performance.  �e   
    negative is that these are all 1.5-1.7 standard deviations above their average since 1999.  With 2022  
    unlikely to see as much strength in upward earnings estimates as we saw in 2021, multiple contraction  
    could weigh on stock performance for these key benchmarks.  Regardless of whether it does, we believe  
    that smaller company stocks will outperform.  To the extent that money moves out of these larger   
    companies into smaller stocks, the performance of small and mid-caps could be very good.  We saw a  
    lot of press stories at the beginning of the year about Apple surpassing $3 trillion in market cap.  �e  
    market cap of the entire Russell 2000 is only about $3.6 trillion.  It would not take much reallocation  
    between the one stock and the 2000 stocks to move those 2000 stocks!

Overall, the factors likely to in�uence the market in 2022 are not that di�erent than those that impacted stock 
prices in 2021.  Some are a little more favorable (COVID, valuation), some less favorable (interest rates), and some 
wildcards or mixed (geopolitics, in�ation).  Regardless of the outcome, our job is to �nd stocks where investors 
undervalue the future and buy those stocks before that changes.

Portfolio Results

For the second quarter in a row, the Fund’s performance exceeded that of its benchmark, the Russell 2000 Value 
Index.  From a big picture perspective, the Fund was helped by the fact that dividend-paying small caps 
outperformed non-dividend payers.  Part of this was that money-losing biotechnology stocks had a tough quarter.  
Also, this was a tough quarter for meme stock AMC Entertainment, although its weakness was mostly o�set by 
emergent meme stock Avis Budget Group.
  
Not directly related to the relative performance of the Fund, but interesting nonetheless, was the wide disparity of 
returns by sectors and where we saw strength and weakness.  Within the Russell 2000 Value Index, the best 
performing sector was Utilities with a gain of greater than 12%.  �e second best was Consumer Staples, followed by 
Technology.  �at makeup at the top might suggest a defensive bias to the market, but the benchmark turned in a 
solid performance.  Furthermore, the worst performing sectors were Communications Services, Health Care, and 
Energy.  �ose sectors are not typically associated with each other.  In addition, economically sensitive sectors such as 
Industrials, Materials, Financial Services, and Consumer Discretionary all outperformed.  Interesting end to an 
interesting year.

When we disaggregate the performance into the impact from Sector Allocation and the impact from Stock Selection, 
we �nd that both Sector Allocation and Stock Selection helped relative performance.  Within Sector Allocation, 
most of the bene�t came from the Fund’s relatively large underweighting in the Health Care sector.  �at stance 
arises from the lack of holdings in the Biotechnology industry.  Surprisingly, this industry makes up more than half of 
the weighting of the Health Care sector at about 5.5%.  Not surprisingly, none of those companies pay dividends and 
therefore are not really investable under our discipline.  �e relative performance in Stock Selection came mostly in 
the Energy, Health Care, Real Estate, and Communications Services sectors.  Good stock-picking in these areas 
o�set weakness in the Fund’s Materials stocks.  �e other sectors were a little better or a little worse than benchmark 
performance.
   
 • While there were some very good and not so good performances amongst the Fund’s Energy holdings,  
    overall, the Fund’s Energy stocks produced a gain nearly in line with that of the Russell 2000 Value  
    Index, whereas the sector was one of the worst performing within the benchmark.  A strong gain in one  
    of the Fund’s largest holdings, Oasis Petroleum, fueled the outperformance and is discussed in the “Let’s  
    Talk Stocks” section of this report.  

 • �e Fund’s outperformance in the Health Care sector was mostly driven by what the Fund did not own,  
    speci�cally biotechnology stocks. �at said, double-digit gains in shares of long-time holdings Ensign  
    Group and Chemed Corporation o�set a decline in Perrigo to generate a respectable gain in a sector that  
    was down for the quarter.

 • �e Real Estate sector was one of the better performing sectors within this Index in the fourth quarter  
    and the Fund’s holdings more than kept pace.  Strong gains in National Storage A�liates (discussed  
    later) and STAG Industrial accounted for most of the outperformance, but �ve of the Fund’s eight  
    holdings saw double-digit returns in the quarter.
  
 • Communications Services was another sector where much of the upside came from avoiding the   
    downside.  In this case, not owning the largest holding in the Index, AMC Entertainment, helped   
    performance as that stock fell more than 25% in the quarter.  �e Fund’s lone holding in the sector,  
    Nexstar Media, broke even, compared to the decline for the sector within the Russell 2000 Value Index.
  
 • Materials was the only sector that meaningfully detracted from relative performance in the fourth quarter.   
    It is a small sector and weakness in the shares of Compass Minerals after it cut its dividend and Kaiser  
    Aluminum as investors weighed the potential impact of the resurgence in COVID more the o�set a very  

    nice gain in Olin Corporation which continued to report strong earnings.
  
During the quarter we added three new positions to the Fund, eliminated two positions, and had one acquired for 
cash.

Let’s Talk Stocks

�e top three contributors in the quarter were:

Oasis Petroleum (OAS - $125.99 — NASDAQ) is an exploration and production company with operations 
focused on the Williston Basin and located primarily in North Dakota. During the quarter, Oasis executed a couple 
transactions to simplify its corporate structure and make its value more apparent.  It sold its 70% stake in publicly 
traded Oasis Midstream Partners (OMP) for cash, debt reduction, and shares in Crestwood Equity Partners 
(CEQP) at a favorable price.  It also closed a previously announced acreage acquisition that improves its land 
position in the Williston Basin.  In addition, the third quarter surge in crude prices drove strong earnings which 
were reported during the fourth quarter.  �e earnings drove strong free cash �ows which allowed Oasis to increase 
its regular dividend by 33% and spend a little on share repurchases, which was a little bit of a positive surprise.

Del Taco Restaurants (TACO - $12.45 - NASDAQ) operates and franchises Mexican-themed fast-food 
restaurants.  Shares advanced after the company announced on December 6 that it agreed to be acquired by 
quick-service hamburger restaurant chain Jack in the Box for $575 million in an all-cash deal, or for $12.51 a share.  
�at prompted shares to rally by about $5 in just one day.  �e deal is expected to close during the �rst calendar 
quarter of 2022.

National Storage A�liates (NSA - $69.20 –NYSE) is a real estate investment trust that owns and operates 
self-storage facilities around the U.S., with a particular focus on secondary markets.  �ese have historically been less 
attractive to developers whose focus on construction in larger markets often produces market saturation and thus 
rent pressure.  During a highly disruptive pandemic, National Storage A�liates has consistently reported earnings 
ahead of expectations and continually raised revenue and earnings guidance.  It did so again in the fourth quarter. 
NSA bene�ts from many favorable trends.  Most notable are increased occupancy and impressive growth in street 
rates due to a tight housing market.  Secondarily, it has seen the movement by young adults back into their parents’ 
homes and home-based work and education cause homeowners to clear rooms and put those possessions into 
self-storage.  Finally, NSA bene�ts from “triple S” migration, which is migration to suburban, secondary, and Sun 
Belt markets.

�e three largest detractors in the quarter were:

Perrigo Co. PLC (PRGO - $38.90 - NYSE) manufactures self-care products and over the counter (OTC) health 
and wellness solutions. �e company is undergoing a transformation that consisted of selling its generic prescription 
drug business, successfully resolving a large tax dispute, and the announced acquisition of HRA, a leading 
manufacturer of consumer self-care brands.  �at transformation process hit a bump in the road this quarter driven 
by supply chain issues.  On its quarterly conference call with investors, CEO Murray Kessler summed the quarter up 
well stating it was “a punch in the gut” and this was not an understatement.  �e supply chain issues were mainly 
freight-related, and the cold/�u season started slowly – both of which weighed on margins. As a result of these 
issues, management reduced full-year guidance but remains con�dent that most of the impact of headwinds will be 
recouped next year. �e setup for Perrigo in 2022 is favorable, but management will have to start delivering on its 
stated goals before the stock moves higher.
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Culp, Inc. (CULP - $9.51 – NYSE) is a leading manufacturer of mattress and upholstery fabrics.  Culp reduced 
guidance in early November as the company continues to be negatively impacted by COVID lockdowns driving 
labor ine�ciencies and higher costs for both freight and raw materials.  �e biggest impact in the quarter was the 
COVID-induced lockdown in Vietnam which impacted both sourcing and shipping for most of the quarter.  �e 
lockdown was lifted toward the end of the quarter with production and shipment rates normalizing, but the recent 
emergence of Omicron has the potential to reverse that. Higher costs for freight, labor, and raw materials is not new 
and is expected to impact next quarter as well. �e overall tone on the call was positive with the expectation for a 
return to growth in the �scal fourth quarter (Feb-Apr).  Culp is well-positioned to capitalize on improved housing 
activity, which could lead to increased demand for mattresses and furniture. �e cash-rich balance sheet provides 
�exibility and support for this anticipated growth.
  
James River Holdings (JRVR - $28.81– NASDAQ) provides property and casualty insurance to middle market 
corporations across the United States.  It specializes in risks that most insurance companies do not underwrite and is 
seeing signi�cant price increases in most of the lines it underwrites.  �is improvement has been o�set over the last 
couple years by larger loss development in some of the older, non-core lines of business in which it has participated.  
While it resolved the biggest of these issues earlier in the year, another crept up with the third quarter earnings 
release causing investors to wonder how long this will go on, how much it will eventually cost, and if it will require 
another dilutive equity issuance.  Our view is probably more optimistic than most other investors and we think some 
of the fourth quarter weakness in the shares was probably tax related.

Conclusion

In conclusion, thank you for your investment in the KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund.  We will continue 
to work hard to justify your con�dence and trust.

January 12, 2022
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To Our Shareholders,  

For the quarter ended December 31, 2021, the Keeley Small Cap Dividend Value Fund’s net asset value (“NAV”) 
per Class A share gained 6.23% compared with a 4.36% rise in the Russell 2000 Value Index.  For all of 2021, the 
Fund advanced 24.69% compared to a 28.27% gain for the benchmark.

 
Commentary

Stock markets around the world experienced strong gains.  Among more than 40 major and minor stock markets 
around the world, we �nd only �ve posting a decline.  In the US, all the major indices advanced.  Large-cap, 
midcap, and small-cap stocks all rose.  Value stocks gained, as did growth stocks.  All eleven economic sectors rose 
at a double-digit pace with Energy leading the pack and Communications Services trailing.

  
�e strong rebound in the economy on 
waning concern about the COVID 
pandemic and the Federal stimulus 
continued to drive a snapback in 
corporate earnings.  Earnings for the 
S&P 500 look like they will increase 
55% in 2021 from the 2020’s depressed 
level.  �is is a full 32% more than 
what was expected at the beginning of 
the year.  As a result, we actually saw 
P/E multiples contract despite the 
strong share-price gains.  

�e most interesting trend in the US 
market was the relative performance 
di�erence between growth and value 
across the market cap spectrum.  
When you look at performance by 
market cap, you see that large-cap 
stocks (Russell Top 200) gained 28%, 
far outpacing the 23% increase in 
midcaps (Russell MidCap) and the 
15% lift in small caps (Russell 2000).   
By style, the Russell 3000, as well as 
its growth and value sub-indices all 
rose 25%-26%.  �is looks more 
interesting if you look a little deeper.  
Indeed, in the Russell Midcap and 
Russell 2000, value dramatically 
outperformed growth:  28% vs 13% in 
midcaps and 28% vs. 3% for small 
caps.  In large caps, however, growth 
outperformed value, 31% vs. 23%.  

Our takeaway from this is that the value rotation that started in the fourth quarter of 2020 seems to be continuing 
– for most stocks.  Focusing on small- and mid-caps, we still �nd the absolute valuations average and the relative 
valuations compelling.  At year-end, the forward P/E multiple on the Russell 2000 Value Index was 15.9x, slightly 
below its average since 1999.  Midcap value stocks are slightly above their long-term average at 15.7x, but not high 
in an absolute sense.  Relative to their comparative growth indices, they trade at 37% for R2V/R2G and 46% for 
RMV/RMG compared to long-term averages of 59% and 70%.  While value outperformed growth in the smaller 
market caps by a wide margin in 2021, it appears there is plenty of room left to run. Exactly how the market fares 
will likely depend on the outcomes to key developments surrounding COVID-19, in�ation, interest rates, and 
valuation. 
 
 • COVID-19 – As we write this letter, the Omicron variant has created a surge in cases that has eclipsed  
    prior peaks.  Fortunately, this variant appears to be less serious and is infecting a population with   
    higher vaccination rates and better treatments for those becoming ill.  With more people becoming  
    infected and more becoming vaccinated, hopefully we will approach the long-awaited herd immunity  
    and life can return to whatever new normal emerges.  �e potential negative path is that a newer   
    variant comes forth that is more serious.  Our view is that the former is more likely than the latter.

 • In�ation – In�ation has clearly not been as transient as the Fed had expected it to be earlier in 2021.   
    �e rate of change in prices has run at levels not seen in a long time.  While we expect the price   
    increases to slow as we anniversary some of 2021’s increases, we think that in�ation looks more   
    widespread and stickier than some of the surges in prices in the past.  Almost every commodity we look  
    at is up double-digit percentages from a year ago and most were up strongly in 2020.  Wages are rising  
    at the fastest rate in a long time and the labor market looks undersupplied with job openings near   
    records and quit rates at records.  It seems likely that wages will have to rise further to close these gaps.   
    �is seems likely to drive both cost-push and demand-pull in�ation.

 • Interest Rates – Real rates are negative and more negative than they have been in a long time.  Even if  
    we assume (as we do) that in�ation will slow, real rates are still probably negative.  With the Fed   
    signaling that it plans to continue to taper its bond buying and that it expects to begin to raise the   
    Federal Funds rate, rates seem likely to rise.  While we do not think that rates will increase a great deal,  
    it is worth noting that they peaked at over 3% in 2018 when in�ation and unemployment claims were  
    lower than where they are today.

 • Valuation – As we pointed out above, smaller cap stocks and particularly small cap value stocks look  
    attractive relative to larger cap stocks and growth stocks.  �e stocks that drive the overall market,   
    however, look expensive.  �e S&P 500 and Russell Top 200 indices trade at 21.1x and 21.9x next   
    twelve months (NTM) earnings.  �e Russell Top 200 Growth Index trades at 30.0x NTM earnings.   
    �e positive is that these are all �at/down from a year ago despite strong stock performance.  �e   
    negative is that these are all 1.5-1.7 standard deviations above their average since 1999.  With 2022  
    unlikely to see as much strength in upward earnings estimates as we saw in 2021, multiple contraction  
    could weigh on stock performance for these key benchmarks.  Regardless of whether it does, we believe  
    that smaller company stocks will outperform.  To the extent that money moves out of these larger   
    companies into smaller stocks, the performance of small and mid-caps could be very good.  We saw a  
    lot of press stories at the beginning of the year about Apple surpassing $3 trillion in market cap.  �e  
    market cap of the entire Russell 2000 is only about $3.6 trillion.  It would not take much reallocation  
    between the one stock and the 2000 stocks to move those 2000 stocks!

Overall, the factors likely to in�uence the market in 2022 are not that di�erent than those that impacted stock 
prices in 2021.  Some are a little more favorable (COVID, valuation), some less favorable (interest rates), and some 
wildcards or mixed (geopolitics, in�ation).  Regardless of the outcome, our job is to �nd stocks where investors 
undervalue the future and buy those stocks before that changes.

Portfolio Results

For the second quarter in a row, the Fund’s performance exceeded that of its benchmark, the Russell 2000 Value 
Index.  From a big picture perspective, the Fund was helped by the fact that dividend-paying small caps 
outperformed non-dividend payers.  Part of this was that money-losing biotechnology stocks had a tough quarter.  
Also, this was a tough quarter for meme stock AMC Entertainment, although its weakness was mostly o�set by 
emergent meme stock Avis Budget Group.
  
Not directly related to the relative performance of the Fund, but interesting nonetheless, was the wide disparity of 
returns by sectors and where we saw strength and weakness.  Within the Russell 2000 Value Index, the best 
performing sector was Utilities with a gain of greater than 12%.  �e second best was Consumer Staples, followed by 
Technology.  �at makeup at the top might suggest a defensive bias to the market, but the benchmark turned in a 
solid performance.  Furthermore, the worst performing sectors were Communications Services, Health Care, and 
Energy.  �ose sectors are not typically associated with each other.  In addition, economically sensitive sectors such as 
Industrials, Materials, Financial Services, and Consumer Discretionary all outperformed.  Interesting end to an 
interesting year.

When we disaggregate the performance into the impact from Sector Allocation and the impact from Stock Selection, 
we �nd that both Sector Allocation and Stock Selection helped relative performance.  Within Sector Allocation, 
most of the bene�t came from the Fund’s relatively large underweighting in the Health Care sector.  �at stance 
arises from the lack of holdings in the Biotechnology industry.  Surprisingly, this industry makes up more than half of 
the weighting of the Health Care sector at about 5.5%.  Not surprisingly, none of those companies pay dividends and 
therefore are not really investable under our discipline.  �e relative performance in Stock Selection came mostly in 
the Energy, Health Care, Real Estate, and Communications Services sectors.  Good stock-picking in these areas 
o�set weakness in the Fund’s Materials stocks.  �e other sectors were a little better or a little worse than benchmark 
performance.
   
 • While there were some very good and not so good performances amongst the Fund’s Energy holdings,  
    overall, the Fund’s Energy stocks produced a gain nearly in line with that of the Russell 2000 Value  
    Index, whereas the sector was one of the worst performing within the benchmark.  A strong gain in one  
    of the Fund’s largest holdings, Oasis Petroleum, fueled the outperformance and is discussed in the “Let’s  
    Talk Stocks” section of this report.  

 • �e Fund’s outperformance in the Health Care sector was mostly driven by what the Fund did not own,  
    speci�cally biotechnology stocks. �at said, double-digit gains in shares of long-time holdings Ensign  
    Group and Chemed Corporation o�set a decline in Perrigo to generate a respectable gain in a sector that  
    was down for the quarter.

 • �e Real Estate sector was one of the better performing sectors within this Index in the fourth quarter  
    and the Fund’s holdings more than kept pace.  Strong gains in National Storage A�liates (discussed  
    later) and STAG Industrial accounted for most of the outperformance, but �ve of the Fund’s eight  
    holdings saw double-digit returns in the quarter.
  
 • Communications Services was another sector where much of the upside came from avoiding the   
    downside.  In this case, not owning the largest holding in the Index, AMC Entertainment, helped   
    performance as that stock fell more than 25% in the quarter.  �e Fund’s lone holding in the sector,  
    Nexstar Media, broke even, compared to the decline for the sector within the Russell 2000 Value Index.
  
 • Materials was the only sector that meaningfully detracted from relative performance in the fourth quarter.   
    It is a small sector and weakness in the shares of Compass Minerals after it cut its dividend and Kaiser  
    Aluminum as investors weighed the potential impact of the resurgence in COVID more the o�set a very  
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    nice gain in Olin Corporation which continued to report strong earnings.
  
During the quarter we added three new positions to the Fund, eliminated two positions, and had one acquired for 
cash.

Let’s Talk Stocks

�e top three contributors in the quarter were:

Oasis Petroleum (OAS - $125.99 — NASDAQ) is an exploration and production company with operations 
focused on the Williston Basin and located primarily in North Dakota. During the quarter, Oasis executed a couple 
transactions to simplify its corporate structure and make its value more apparent.  It sold its 70% stake in publicly 
traded Oasis Midstream Partners (OMP) for cash, debt reduction, and shares in Crestwood Equity Partners 
(CEQP) at a favorable price.  It also closed a previously announced acreage acquisition that improves its land 
position in the Williston Basin.  In addition, the third quarter surge in crude prices drove strong earnings which 
were reported during the fourth quarter.  �e earnings drove strong free cash �ows which allowed Oasis to increase 
its regular dividend by 33% and spend a little on share repurchases, which was a little bit of a positive surprise.

Del Taco Restaurants (TACO - $12.45 - NASDAQ) operates and franchises Mexican-themed fast-food 
restaurants.  Shares advanced after the company announced on December 6 that it agreed to be acquired by 
quick-service hamburger restaurant chain Jack in the Box for $575 million in an all-cash deal, or for $12.51 a share.  
�at prompted shares to rally by about $5 in just one day.  �e deal is expected to close during the �rst calendar 
quarter of 2022.

National Storage A�liates (NSA - $69.20 –NYSE) is a real estate investment trust that owns and operates 
self-storage facilities around the U.S., with a particular focus on secondary markets.  �ese have historically been less 
attractive to developers whose focus on construction in larger markets often produces market saturation and thus 
rent pressure.  During a highly disruptive pandemic, National Storage A�liates has consistently reported earnings 
ahead of expectations and continually raised revenue and earnings guidance.  It did so again in the fourth quarter. 
NSA bene�ts from many favorable trends.  Most notable are increased occupancy and impressive growth in street 
rates due to a tight housing market.  Secondarily, it has seen the movement by young adults back into their parents’ 
homes and home-based work and education cause homeowners to clear rooms and put those possessions into 
self-storage.  Finally, NSA bene�ts from “triple S” migration, which is migration to suburban, secondary, and Sun 
Belt markets.

�e three largest detractors in the quarter were:

Perrigo Co. PLC (PRGO - $38.90 - NYSE) manufactures self-care products and over the counter (OTC) health 
and wellness solutions. �e company is undergoing a transformation that consisted of selling its generic prescription 
drug business, successfully resolving a large tax dispute, and the announced acquisition of HRA, a leading 
manufacturer of consumer self-care brands.  �at transformation process hit a bump in the road this quarter driven 
by supply chain issues.  On its quarterly conference call with investors, CEO Murray Kessler summed the quarter up 
well stating it was “a punch in the gut” and this was not an understatement.  �e supply chain issues were mainly 
freight-related, and the cold/�u season started slowly – both of which weighed on margins. As a result of these 
issues, management reduced full-year guidance but remains con�dent that most of the impact of headwinds will be 
recouped next year. �e setup for Perrigo in 2022 is favorable, but management will have to start delivering on its 
stated goals before the stock moves higher.

Name   Weight (%)  

Oasis Petroleum Inc 2.36%

Hillenbrand, Inc. 2.03%

Ensign Group, Inc. 2.03%

Penske Automotive Group, Inc. 1.92%

Olin Corporation 1.92%

 Top Ten Holdings (Percent of Net Assets)
   December 31, 2021

Name   Weight (%)  

Nexstar Media Group, Inc. Class A 1.92%

Kontoor Brands, Inc. 1.89%

Independent Bank Group, Inc. 1.88%

Synovus Financial Corp. 1.81%

Atlantica Sustainable Infrastructure plc 1.80%

Stocks of smaller cap companies tend to be more volatile and less liquid than those of large cap companies.

KSDVX KSDVX

No Load Load

24.69% 19.06%
7.18% 6.20%

10.26% 9.76%

1 Year
5 Year
10 Year

1.41%Expense Ratio (Net)**

AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL RETURNS (as of 12/31/2021)

Russell 2000 Value

28.27%
9.07%

12.03%

**The Fund’s adviser has contractually 
agreed to waive a portion of its manage-
ment fee or reimburse the Fund if total 
ordinary operating expenses during the 
current �scal year as a percentage of the 
Fund’s average net assets exceed 1.29% 
for Class A Shares and 1.04% for Class I 
Shares. The waiver excludes expenses 
related to taxes, interest charges, dividend 
expenses incurred on securities that a 
Fund sells short, litigation and other 
extraordinary expenses, brokerage 
commissions and other charges relating to 
the purchase and sale of portfolio 
securities. The waiver is in effect through 
February 28, 2022 and neither the Fund’s 
adviser nor the Fund can discontinue the 
agreement prior to its expiration. The 
expense ratios presented herein are for 
the Class A shares.

Performance attribution is commonly used to measure the quality of the separate decisions that go into the 
management of an investment portfolio compared to a benchmark index. This analysis tries to isolate the effect and 
measure the return contribution of market allocation, which analyzes the positive/negative impact of a portfolio's 
allocation to groupings such as geographic regions or market sectors, and stock selection, which analyzes the 
positive/negative impact of the portfolio manager's security ownership and weighting decisions within a wider 
grouping. The performance attribution data in this quarterly commentary was prepared by Keeley-Teton Advisors, 
LLC ("Keeley Teton") using the following constraints: (1) Fund portfolio holdings are as of the beginning of each day; 
index constituents are as of the end of the day. That means that the Fund's holdings are not included until the day 
after acquisition (when it is included in the portfolio as of the beginning of the next business day), and a portfolio 
holding that is sold is included in the analysis through the end of the day on which it is sold, and that the values at 
which securities are included in the analysis are the values as of the beginning of the day. For the index, securities are 
included at their values at the end of the day. (2) The securities’ values used in the analysis are the prices used by 
Keeley Teton in its internal records for the Fund and the prices used by the index provider for the benchmark index. If 
a price from either of those sources is unavailable, pricing information from FactSet is used. Pricing information from 
the index provider or from FactSet may differ from the pricing information used by Keeley Teton. (3) Sector and/or 
industry classi�cations may change over time. The attribution information provided in this commentary includes 
summaries of attribution by market sector. Attribution is not precise and should be considered to be an approxima-
tion of the relative contribution of each of the sectors considered. The information on performance by sector re�ects 
the aggregated gross return of the Fund's securities. Contributions to the Fund's performance by sector (computed 
as described above) were compared against the contributions to the aggregate return of the stocks comprising the 
index, by sector, as reported by FactSet Databases. Holdings returns for this commentary are calculated as total 
returns, which re�ect any dividends or income earned during the period. 

The Global Industry Classi�cation Standard (“GICS”) was developed by and is the exclusive property and a service 
mark of MSCI Inc. ("MSCI") and Standard & Poor's, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. ("S&P") and is 
licensed for use by Keeley Teton. Neither MSCI, S&P nor any third party involved in making or compiling the GICS or 
any GICS classi�cations makes any express or implied warranties or representations with respect to such standard 
or classi�cation (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all 
warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability and �tness for a particular purpose with respect to 
any of such standard or classi�cation. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, S&P, any of their 
af�liates or any third party involved in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classi�cations have any liability for 
any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost pro�ts) even if noti�ed of the 
possibility of such damages.

Data provided for performance attribution are estimates based on unaudited portfolio results. Performance 
contributors and detractors were not realized gains or losses for the Fund during the quarter. Market performance 
presented solely for informational purposes. The S&P 500 Index is designed to act as a barometer for the overall U.S. 
stock market. The index is unmanaged, consisting of 500 stocks that are chosen on the basis of market size, 
liquidity, and industry grouping. The S&P 500 is a market value weighted index with each stock’s weight in the index 
proportionate to its market value. The Russell 2000® Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures the 
performance of the small-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe and includes those Russell 2000 companies 
with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell 2000® Index is an unmanaged 
index that measures the performance of the smallest 2,000 companies by market capitalization of the Russell 3000® 
Index. The Russell 2500® Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures the performance of the small to 
mid-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe and includes those Russell 2500 companies with lower 
price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell 2500® Index is an unmanaged index that 
measures the performance of the 2,500 smallest companies by market capitalization of the Russell 3000® Index. 
The Russell Midcap® Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures the performance of the mid-cap value 
segment of the U.S. equity universe and includes those Russell Midcap companies with lower price-to-book ratios 
and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell Midcap® Index is an unmanaged index that measures the 
performance of the 800 smallest companies by market capitalization of the Russell 1000® Index. The Russell 1000® 
Index is an unmanaged index that measures the performance of the 1,000 largest companies by market capitaliza-
tion of the Russell 3000® Index. The Russell 3000® Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures the 
performance of the broad value segment of the U.S. equity universe and includes those Russell 3000 companies 
with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell 3000® Index is an unmanaged 
index that measures the performance of the 3,000 largest U.S. companies by market capitalization. The Barclays 
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based benchmark that measures the investment grade, U.S.
dollar-denominated, �xed-rate taxable bond market, including Treasuries, government-related and corporate 
securities, MBS (agency �xed-rate and hybrid ARM passthroughs), ABS, and CMBS. The S&P SmallCap 600® 
measures the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity market and is unmanaged. The index is designed to track 
companies that meet speci�c inclusion criteria to con�rm that they are liquid and �nancially viable. The S&P MidCap 
400® provides investors with a benchmark for mid-sized companies. The index, which is distinct from the large-cap 
S&P 500®, measures the performance of mid-sized companies re�ecting the distinctive risk and return characteris-
tics of this market segment. These Index �gures do not re�ect any deduction for fees, expenses or taxes, and are not 
available for direct investment. Securities in the Fund may not match those in the indexes and performance of the 
Fund will differ. KEELEY Small-Mid Cap Value Fund, KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund and KEELEY Mid Cap 
Dividend Value Fund are distributed by G.distributors, LLC. 

Waiver/Expense Reimbursement**
Expense Ratio (Gross)**

-0.23%
1.64%

11.37% 10.95%Since Inception** 12.02%

Culp, Inc. (CULP - $9.51 – NYSE) is a leading manufacturer of mattress and upholstery fabrics.  Culp reduced 
guidance in early November as the company continues to be negatively impacted by COVID lockdowns driving 
labor ine�ciencies and higher costs for both freight and raw materials.  �e biggest impact in the quarter was the 
COVID-induced lockdown in Vietnam which impacted both sourcing and shipping for most of the quarter.  �e 
lockdown was lifted toward the end of the quarter with production and shipment rates normalizing, but the recent 
emergence of Omicron has the potential to reverse that. Higher costs for freight, labor, and raw materials is not new 
and is expected to impact next quarter as well. �e overall tone on the call was positive with the expectation for a 
return to growth in the �scal fourth quarter (Feb-Apr).  Culp is well-positioned to capitalize on improved housing 
activity, which could lead to increased demand for mattresses and furniture. �e cash-rich balance sheet provides 
�exibility and support for this anticipated growth.
  
James River Holdings (JRVR - $28.81– NASDAQ) provides property and casualty insurance to middle market 
corporations across the United States.  It specializes in risks that most insurance companies do not underwrite and is 
seeing signi�cant price increases in most of the lines it underwrites.  �is improvement has been o�set over the last 
couple years by larger loss development in some of the older, non-core lines of business in which it has participated.  
While it resolved the biggest of these issues earlier in the year, another crept up with the third quarter earnings 
release causing investors to wonder how long this will go on, how much it will eventually cost, and if it will require 
another dilutive equity issuance.  Our view is probably more optimistic than most other investors and we think some 
of the fourth quarter weakness in the shares was probably tax related.

Conclusion

In conclusion, thank you for your investment in the KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund.  We will continue 
to work hard to justify your con�dence and trust.

January 12, 2022



To Our Shareholders,  

For the quarter ended December 31, 2021, the Keeley Small Cap Dividend Value Fund’s net asset value (“NAV”) 
per Class A share gained 6.23% compared with a 4.36% rise in the Russell 2000 Value Index.  For all of 2021, the 
Fund advanced 24.69% compared to a 28.27% gain for the benchmark.

 
Commentary

Stock markets around the world experienced strong gains.  Among more than 40 major and minor stock markets 
around the world, we �nd only �ve posting a decline.  In the US, all the major indices advanced.  Large-cap, 
midcap, and small-cap stocks all rose.  Value stocks gained, as did growth stocks.  All eleven economic sectors rose 
at a double-digit pace with Energy leading the pack and Communications Services trailing.

  
�e strong rebound in the economy on 
waning concern about the COVID 
pandemic and the Federal stimulus 
continued to drive a snapback in 
corporate earnings.  Earnings for the 
S&P 500 look like they will increase 
55% in 2021 from the 2020’s depressed 
level.  �is is a full 32% more than 
what was expected at the beginning of 
the year.  As a result, we actually saw 
P/E multiples contract despite the 
strong share-price gains.  

�e most interesting trend in the US 
market was the relative performance 
di�erence between growth and value 
across the market cap spectrum.  
When you look at performance by 
market cap, you see that large-cap 
stocks (Russell Top 200) gained 28%, 
far outpacing the 23% increase in 
midcaps (Russell MidCap) and the 
15% lift in small caps (Russell 2000).   
By style, the Russell 3000, as well as 
its growth and value sub-indices all 
rose 25%-26%.  �is looks more 
interesting if you look a little deeper.  
Indeed, in the Russell Midcap and 
Russell 2000, value dramatically 
outperformed growth:  28% vs 13% in 
midcaps and 28% vs. 3% for small 
caps.  In large caps, however, growth 
outperformed value, 31% vs. 23%.  

Our takeaway from this is that the value rotation that started in the fourth quarter of 2020 seems to be continuing 
– for most stocks.  Focusing on small- and mid-caps, we still �nd the absolute valuations average and the relative 
valuations compelling.  At year-end, the forward P/E multiple on the Russell 2000 Value Index was 15.9x, slightly 
below its average since 1999.  Midcap value stocks are slightly above their long-term average at 15.7x, but not high 
in an absolute sense.  Relative to their comparative growth indices, they trade at 37% for R2V/R2G and 46% for 
RMV/RMG compared to long-term averages of 59% and 70%.  While value outperformed growth in the smaller 
market caps by a wide margin in 2021, it appears there is plenty of room left to run. Exactly how the market fares 
will likely depend on the outcomes to key developments surrounding COVID-19, in�ation, interest rates, and 
valuation. 
 
 • COVID-19 – As we write this letter, the Omicron variant has created a surge in cases that has eclipsed  
    prior peaks.  Fortunately, this variant appears to be less serious and is infecting a population with   
    higher vaccination rates and better treatments for those becoming ill.  With more people becoming  
    infected and more becoming vaccinated, hopefully we will approach the long-awaited herd immunity  
    and life can return to whatever new normal emerges.  �e potential negative path is that a newer   
    variant comes forth that is more serious.  Our view is that the former is more likely than the latter.

 • In�ation – In�ation has clearly not been as transient as the Fed had expected it to be earlier in 2021.   
    �e rate of change in prices has run at levels not seen in a long time.  While we expect the price   
    increases to slow as we anniversary some of 2021’s increases, we think that in�ation looks more   
    widespread and stickier than some of the surges in prices in the past.  Almost every commodity we look  
    at is up double-digit percentages from a year ago and most were up strongly in 2020.  Wages are rising  
    at the fastest rate in a long time and the labor market looks undersupplied with job openings near   
    records and quit rates at records.  It seems likely that wages will have to rise further to close these gaps.   
    �is seems likely to drive both cost-push and demand-pull in�ation.

 • Interest Rates – Real rates are negative and more negative than they have been in a long time.  Even if  
    we assume (as we do) that in�ation will slow, real rates are still probably negative.  With the Fed   
    signaling that it plans to continue to taper its bond buying and that it expects to begin to raise the   
    Federal Funds rate, rates seem likely to rise.  While we do not think that rates will increase a great deal,  
    it is worth noting that they peaked at over 3% in 2018 when in�ation and unemployment claims were  
    lower than where they are today.

 • Valuation – As we pointed out above, smaller cap stocks and particularly small cap value stocks look  
    attractive relative to larger cap stocks and growth stocks.  �e stocks that drive the overall market,   
    however, look expensive.  �e S&P 500 and Russell Top 200 indices trade at 21.1x and 21.9x next   
    twelve months (NTM) earnings.  �e Russell Top 200 Growth Index trades at 30.0x NTM earnings.   
    �e positive is that these are all �at/down from a year ago despite strong stock performance.  �e   
    negative is that these are all 1.5-1.7 standard deviations above their average since 1999.  With 2022  
    unlikely to see as much strength in upward earnings estimates as we saw in 2021, multiple contraction  
    could weigh on stock performance for these key benchmarks.  Regardless of whether it does, we believe  
    that smaller company stocks will outperform.  To the extent that money moves out of these larger   
    companies into smaller stocks, the performance of small and mid-caps could be very good.  We saw a  
    lot of press stories at the beginning of the year about Apple surpassing $3 trillion in market cap.  �e  
    market cap of the entire Russell 2000 is only about $3.6 trillion.  It would not take much reallocation  
    between the one stock and the 2000 stocks to move those 2000 stocks!

Overall, the factors likely to in�uence the market in 2022 are not that di�erent than those that impacted stock 
prices in 2021.  Some are a little more favorable (COVID, valuation), some less favorable (interest rates), and some 
wildcards or mixed (geopolitics, in�ation).  Regardless of the outcome, our job is to �nd stocks where investors 
undervalue the future and buy those stocks before that changes.

Portfolio Results

For the second quarter in a row, the Fund’s performance exceeded that of its benchmark, the Russell 2000 Value 
Index.  From a big picture perspective, the Fund was helped by the fact that dividend-paying small caps 
outperformed non-dividend payers.  Part of this was that money-losing biotechnology stocks had a tough quarter.  
Also, this was a tough quarter for meme stock AMC Entertainment, although its weakness was mostly o�set by 
emergent meme stock Avis Budget Group.
  
Not directly related to the relative performance of the Fund, but interesting nonetheless, was the wide disparity of 
returns by sectors and where we saw strength and weakness.  Within the Russell 2000 Value Index, the best 
performing sector was Utilities with a gain of greater than 12%.  �e second best was Consumer Staples, followed by 
Technology.  �at makeup at the top might suggest a defensive bias to the market, but the benchmark turned in a 
solid performance.  Furthermore, the worst performing sectors were Communications Services, Health Care, and 
Energy.  �ose sectors are not typically associated with each other.  In addition, economically sensitive sectors such as 
Industrials, Materials, Financial Services, and Consumer Discretionary all outperformed.  Interesting end to an 
interesting year.

When we disaggregate the performance into the impact from Sector Allocation and the impact from Stock Selection, 
we �nd that both Sector Allocation and Stock Selection helped relative performance.  Within Sector Allocation, 
most of the bene�t came from the Fund’s relatively large underweighting in the Health Care sector.  �at stance 
arises from the lack of holdings in the Biotechnology industry.  Surprisingly, this industry makes up more than half of 
the weighting of the Health Care sector at about 5.5%.  Not surprisingly, none of those companies pay dividends and 
therefore are not really investable under our discipline.  �e relative performance in Stock Selection came mostly in 
the Energy, Health Care, Real Estate, and Communications Services sectors.  Good stock-picking in these areas 
o�set weakness in the Fund’s Materials stocks.  �e other sectors were a little better or a little worse than benchmark 
performance.
   
 • While there were some very good and not so good performances amongst the Fund’s Energy holdings,  
    overall, the Fund’s Energy stocks produced a gain nearly in line with that of the Russell 2000 Value  
    Index, whereas the sector was one of the worst performing within the benchmark.  A strong gain in one  
    of the Fund’s largest holdings, Oasis Petroleum, fueled the outperformance and is discussed in the “Let’s  
    Talk Stocks” section of this report.  

 • �e Fund’s outperformance in the Health Care sector was mostly driven by what the Fund did not own,  
    speci�cally biotechnology stocks. �at said, double-digit gains in shares of long-time holdings Ensign  
    Group and Chemed Corporation o�set a decline in Perrigo to generate a respectable gain in a sector that  
    was down for the quarter.

 • �e Real Estate sector was one of the better performing sectors within this Index in the fourth quarter  
    and the Fund’s holdings more than kept pace.  Strong gains in National Storage A�liates (discussed  
    later) and STAG Industrial accounted for most of the outperformance, but �ve of the Fund’s eight  
    holdings saw double-digit returns in the quarter.
  
 • Communications Services was another sector where much of the upside came from avoiding the   
    downside.  In this case, not owning the largest holding in the Index, AMC Entertainment, helped   
    performance as that stock fell more than 25% in the quarter.  �e Fund’s lone holding in the sector,  
    Nexstar Media, broke even, compared to the decline for the sector within the Russell 2000 Value Index.
  
 • Materials was the only sector that meaningfully detracted from relative performance in the fourth quarter.   
    It is a small sector and weakness in the shares of Compass Minerals after it cut its dividend and Kaiser  
    Aluminum as investors weighed the potential impact of the resurgence in COVID more the o�set a very  
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    nice gain in Olin Corporation which continued to report strong earnings.
  
During the quarter we added three new positions to the Fund, eliminated two positions, and had one acquired for 
cash.

Let’s Talk Stocks

�e top three contributors in the quarter were:

Oasis Petroleum (OAS - $125.99 — NASDAQ) is an exploration and production company with operations 
focused on the Williston Basin and located primarily in North Dakota. During the quarter, Oasis executed a couple 
transactions to simplify its corporate structure and make its value more apparent.  It sold its 70% stake in publicly 
traded Oasis Midstream Partners (OMP) for cash, debt reduction, and shares in Crestwood Equity Partners 
(CEQP) at a favorable price.  It also closed a previously announced acreage acquisition that improves its land 
position in the Williston Basin.  In addition, the third quarter surge in crude prices drove strong earnings which 
were reported during the fourth quarter.  �e earnings drove strong free cash �ows which allowed Oasis to increase 
its regular dividend by 33% and spend a little on share repurchases, which was a little bit of a positive surprise.

Del Taco Restaurants (TACO - $12.45 - NASDAQ) operates and franchises Mexican-themed fast-food 
restaurants.  Shares advanced after the company announced on December 6 that it agreed to be acquired by 
quick-service hamburger restaurant chain Jack in the Box for $575 million in an all-cash deal, or for $12.51 a share.  
�at prompted shares to rally by about $5 in just one day.  �e deal is expected to close during the �rst calendar 
quarter of 2022.

National Storage A�liates (NSA - $69.20 –NYSE) is a real estate investment trust that owns and operates 
self-storage facilities around the U.S., with a particular focus on secondary markets.  �ese have historically been less 
attractive to developers whose focus on construction in larger markets often produces market saturation and thus 
rent pressure.  During a highly disruptive pandemic, National Storage A�liates has consistently reported earnings 
ahead of expectations and continually raised revenue and earnings guidance.  It did so again in the fourth quarter. 
NSA bene�ts from many favorable trends.  Most notable are increased occupancy and impressive growth in street 
rates due to a tight housing market.  Secondarily, it has seen the movement by young adults back into their parents’ 
homes and home-based work and education cause homeowners to clear rooms and put those possessions into 
self-storage.  Finally, NSA bene�ts from “triple S” migration, which is migration to suburban, secondary, and Sun 
Belt markets.

�e three largest detractors in the quarter were:

Perrigo Co. PLC (PRGO - $38.90 - NYSE) manufactures self-care products and over the counter (OTC) health 
and wellness solutions. �e company is undergoing a transformation that consisted of selling its generic prescription 
drug business, successfully resolving a large tax dispute, and the announced acquisition of HRA, a leading 
manufacturer of consumer self-care brands.  �at transformation process hit a bump in the road this quarter driven 
by supply chain issues.  On its quarterly conference call with investors, CEO Murray Kessler summed the quarter up 
well stating it was “a punch in the gut” and this was not an understatement.  �e supply chain issues were mainly 
freight-related, and the cold/�u season started slowly – both of which weighed on margins. As a result of these 
issues, management reduced full-year guidance but remains con�dent that most of the impact of headwinds will be 
recouped next year. �e setup for Perrigo in 2022 is favorable, but management will have to start delivering on its 
stated goals before the stock moves higher.

Performance attribution is commonly used to measure the quality of the separate decisions that go into the 
management of an investment portfolio compared to a benchmark index. This analysis tries to isolate the effect and 
measure the return contribution of market allocation, which analyzes the positive/negative impact of a portfolio's 
allocation to groupings such as geographic regions or market sectors, and stock selection, which analyzes the 
positive/negative impact of the portfolio manager's security ownership and weighting decisions within a wider 
grouping. The performance attribution data in this quarterly commentary was prepared by Keeley-Teton Advisors, 
LLC ("Keeley Teton") using the following constraints: (1) Fund portfolio holdings are as of the beginning of each day; 
index constituents are as of the end of the day. That means that the Fund's holdings are not included until the day 
after acquisition (when it is included in the portfolio as of the beginning of the next business day), and a portfolio 
holding that is sold is included in the analysis through the end of the day on which it is sold, and that the values at 
which securities are included in the analysis are the values as of the beginning of the day. For the index, securities are 
included at their values at the end of the day. (2) The securities’ values used in the analysis are the prices used by 
Keeley Teton in its internal records for the Fund and the prices used by the index provider for the benchmark index. If 
a price from either of those sources is unavailable, pricing information from FactSet is used. Pricing information from 
the index provider or from FactSet may differ from the pricing information used by Keeley Teton. (3) Sector and/or 
industry classi�cations may change over time. The attribution information provided in this commentary includes 
summaries of attribution by market sector. Attribution is not precise and should be considered to be an approxima-
tion of the relative contribution of each of the sectors considered. The information on performance by sector re�ects 
the aggregated gross return of the Fund's securities. Contributions to the Fund's performance by sector (computed 
as described above) were compared against the contributions to the aggregate return of the stocks comprising the 
index, by sector, as reported by FactSet Databases. Holdings returns for this commentary are calculated as total 
returns, which re�ect any dividends or income earned during the period. 
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The Global Industry Classi�cation Standard (“GICS”) was developed by and is the exclusive property and a service 
mark of MSCI Inc. ("MSCI") and Standard & Poor's, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. ("S&P") and is 
licensed for use by Keeley Teton. Neither MSCI, S&P nor any third party involved in making or compiling the GICS or 
any GICS classi�cations makes any express or implied warranties or representations with respect to such standard 
or classi�cation (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all 
warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability and �tness for a particular purpose with respect to 
any of such standard or classi�cation. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, S&P, any of their 
af�liates or any third party involved in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classi�cations have any liability for 
any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost pro�ts) even if noti�ed of the 
possibility of such damages.

Data provided for performance attribution are estimates based on unaudited portfolio results. Performance 
contributors and detractors were not realized gains or losses for the Fund during the quarter. Market performance 
presented solely for informational purposes. The S&P 500 Index is designed to act as a barometer for the overall U.S. 
stock market. The index is unmanaged, consisting of 500 stocks that are chosen on the basis of market size, 
liquidity, and industry grouping. The S&P 500 is a market value weighted index with each stock’s weight in the index 
proportionate to its market value. The Russell 2000® Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures the 
performance of the small-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe and includes those Russell 2000 companies 
with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell 2000® Index is an unmanaged 
index that measures the performance of the smallest 2,000 companies by market capitalization of the Russell 3000® 
Index. The Russell 2500® Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures the performance of the small to 
mid-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe and includes those Russell 2500 companies with lower 
price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell 2500® Index is an unmanaged index that 
measures the performance of the 2,500 smallest companies by market capitalization of the Russell 3000® Index. 
The Russell Midcap® Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures the performance of the mid-cap value 
segment of the U.S. equity universe and includes those Russell Midcap companies with lower price-to-book ratios 
and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell Midcap® Index is an unmanaged index that measures the 
performance of the 800 smallest companies by market capitalization of the Russell 1000® Index. The Russell 1000® 
Index is an unmanaged index that measures the performance of the 1,000 largest companies by market capitaliza-
tion of the Russell 3000® Index. The Russell 3000® Value Index is an unmanaged index that measures the 
performance of the broad value segment of the U.S. equity universe and includes those Russell 3000 companies 
with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell 3000® Index is an unmanaged 
index that measures the performance of the 3,000 largest U.S. companies by market capitalization. The Barclays 
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based benchmark that measures the investment grade, U.S.
dollar-denominated, �xed-rate taxable bond market, including Treasuries, government-related and corporate 
securities, MBS (agency �xed-rate and hybrid ARM passthroughs), ABS, and CMBS. The S&P SmallCap 600® 
measures the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity market and is unmanaged. The index is designed to track 
companies that meet speci�c inclusion criteria to con�rm that they are liquid and �nancially viable. The S&P MidCap 
400® provides investors with a benchmark for mid-sized companies. The index, which is distinct from the large-cap 
S&P 500®, measures the performance of mid-sized companies re�ecting the distinctive risk and return characteris-
tics of this market segment. These Index �gures do not re�ect any deduction for fees, expenses or taxes, and are not 
available for direct investment. Securities in the Fund may not match those in the indexes and performance of the 
Fund will differ. KEELEY Small-Mid Cap Value Fund, KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund and KEELEY Mid Cap 
Dividend Value Fund are distributed by G.distributors, LLC. 
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Culp, Inc. (CULP - $9.51 – NYSE) is a leading manufacturer of mattress and upholstery fabrics.  Culp reduced 
guidance in early November as the company continues to be negatively impacted by COVID lockdowns driving 
labor ine�ciencies and higher costs for both freight and raw materials.  �e biggest impact in the quarter was the 
COVID-induced lockdown in Vietnam which impacted both sourcing and shipping for most of the quarter.  �e 
lockdown was lifted toward the end of the quarter with production and shipment rates normalizing, but the recent 
emergence of Omicron has the potential to reverse that. Higher costs for freight, labor, and raw materials is not new 
and is expected to impact next quarter as well. �e overall tone on the call was positive with the expectation for a 
return to growth in the �scal fourth quarter (Feb-Apr).  Culp is well-positioned to capitalize on improved housing 
activity, which could lead to increased demand for mattresses and furniture. �e cash-rich balance sheet provides 
�exibility and support for this anticipated growth.
  
James River Holdings (JRVR - $28.81– NASDAQ) provides property and casualty insurance to middle market 
corporations across the United States.  It specializes in risks that most insurance companies do not underwrite and is 
seeing signi�cant price increases in most of the lines it underwrites.  �is improvement has been o�set over the last 
couple years by larger loss development in some of the older, non-core lines of business in which it has participated.  
While it resolved the biggest of these issues earlier in the year, another crept up with the third quarter earnings 
release causing investors to wonder how long this will go on, how much it will eventually cost, and if it will require 
another dilutive equity issuance.  Our view is probably more optimistic than most other investors and we think some 
of the fourth quarter weakness in the shares was probably tax related.

Conclusion

In conclusion, thank you for your investment in the KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund.  We will continue 
to work hard to justify your con�dence and trust.

January 12, 2022


